
I. Winter’s Visitor 

Young Eleanor was but five when a strange thing happened: it was a dark, stormy night, just like 
how most scary stories her papa ever told her (at her request) began, with raging winds and 
spittles of snow. The icy breath of the wind crashed against the drawing room windows, 
preventing Eleanor from seeing much into the darkness beyond the breathing mass if white and 
forcing her to retreat to her mother, who kept her post by the fire."Mama, why is papa so late?" 
As her mother arranged her ringlets of wavy hair this way and that and placed her onto her lap, 
Eleanor asked. 

"Ellie, dear, it is only five past ten; he only said he should be back at approximately half past 
ten," her mother was clearly testing her ability to process time. "You have got to be patient now." 
She felt a teasing pinch upon her chubby cheeks, and she giggled and leaned into maternal 
warmth that coaxed her to sleep. 

Eleanor woke up on the couch with her favorite quilt. A glance at the clock told of an ungodly 
hour, and thrill of being awake at two in the morning along with the death of the fire in the 
drawing room gave Ellie quite a chill. Wrapping herself tighter with the quilt, she ventured down 
the corridor to the front door, only to find her mother conversing with the head servant. Ellie 
easily tugged herself into the shadow of a corner to listen. 

"Have you sent Penroy to find your master? Good," at this the Mistress strode to the nearest 
window by the door, gazing into the cohesive mess of white as though her husband would be 
found if she frowned enough. "I would not forgive myself if anything were to happen to your 
master." 

"Do not fret, My Lady, I am sure Lord Canopus was simply delayed by the storm." 

Suddenly, a gentle rapping was heard at the door. The head servant grumbled as he went to 
answer, "The ice must have froze the guards' brains for them to have not send a message for the 
master's return." 

He opened the door and froze, but not from the cold. "What is wrong, Elliot?" The servant 
disappeared briefly and her mother waited. He returned along with another blast of blizzard and 
an exclamation, "Of course, it was not the master!" Her mother's (and Eleanor's) disappointment 
was distracted by a bundle of rags nearly as large as little Ellie that Elliot dragged behind him. 
Ellie stood upon her toes to get a better peak. 

"Oh," was the first intelligent word uttered between the two adults after the howls of the winds 
were shut out. 

Ellie beheld the bundle until it shifted, a bony hand reaching out from it in a silent plea or thanks 
towards Elliot, "I didn't think it was right for this little one to freeze to his death at our door and 



thus made the decision without your consent, My Lady, but if it doesn't please you I can deal 
with him accordingly..." 

"My God, Elliot, why would I be displeased? I would have done the same: he's just a child..." 
Eleanor took a few tentative steps to get a closer look at the curious specimen. "Tend to him, will 
you?" Elliot bowed and took the boy with him as her mother turned around, meeting her 
inquisitive looks and now fully exposed frame. 

"Ellie, what are you doing up so late?" The Mistress swept down and picked up her daughter, 
banishing her to the comforts of her room with an order for the nurse to keep close watch. 

Eleanor later learned that the boy was housed in the guest room by the servants' quarters, 
prompting her to rush there in search of a new playmate. However, she only met the 
consternation of Elliot as he insisted that the poor lad was too poor of health to be bothered. 

"But, I just wanted to say hello..." She would have continued whining had she not detect the rush 
of servants preparing for their master's arrival. 

"Pa!" She forgot about the mysterious boy for the moment and joined the ebb of servants to run 
through the freshly shoveled grounds and wait for her father at the gate, who, in seeing her, 
happily began to make up his nulled promise of a good bedtime story with kisses on her brows 
after he spun her around. 

It was not until after a week full of her constant inquiries when she met the boy: he was still 
bedridden, his eyes enlarged abnormally by the dark circles around them, his skin blanched of 
healthy colors. She was startled by the fact that such a sickly looking person existed in this 
world, but still introduced herself. He merely stared and ignored her altogether. This roused her 
temper, which then earned her more consternation, though this time from her mother. Feeling 
wronged, she reported the injustice to her father, but he told her that the boy was just shy and 
afraid, and Ellie being a true lady should not be so unreasonable. 

So, Eleanor tolerated the abuse haughtily, periodically ensuring that their little guest is painfully 
aware that she was far more important and well-mannered than him with his brooding silences 
by occupying his time with long soliloquies of insight. 

One day, around a month after the stormy night, Ellie applied the usual questions for the boy, 
“What is your name? Can you even speak?” 

“...” 

“You know, it is really rude to not speak when addressed...how old are you?” 

“...” 



She frowned, noticing for the first time the glint of a thin chain around his neck, “What is that?” 

He shifted in his seat by the window (the maids insisted that he needed some sunlight as though 
he was a flower) before reaching into his shirt to pull out a pendant dangling off a silver chain. 
Ellie beheld the green lustre of a smoothed nugget slightly smaller than her thumb, simpler in 
design than all the jewlries she had seen on her mother and visiting aunts and ladies with long 
titles, but more beautiful in its unique opaque mystery that seemed to hold rays of sunlight that 
fell upon it captive. She reached out unconsciously, and the boy protectively hid the article back 
into his shirt. She hid her embarrassment for her unladylike manners with a pout, “I was only 
getting a closer look...what does a boy have to do with a pretty trinket like that anyway?” 

“It’s not just a ‘pretty trinket’.” 

The shock of hearing his voice for the first time distracted her from the necklace for the moment, 
“What, so you can talk and you just chose not to!” 

The boy went back to communicating with a curt nod, a slight color that was not wrought force 
by any sunshine came to his cheeks. 

Just like that, she gained another person to chatter away with: it was as though the one retort in 
response to her joking devaluation of his necklace loosened the string that tied his tongue. She 
later learned to call him Soulran. A strange name to say the least, but she liked the sound of it. 
After Soulran recovered enough, Eleanor’s mother allowed her to bring him to the park after her 
lessons. During these afternoons, Ellie would ramble about anything that seemed significant to 
her five-years-old mind pacing around while he, who was still too weak to run very well, would 
seat himself on the wooden bench on her side and listen. 

Eleanor counted three happy months with her new company before one warm afternoon, when 
they sat on the bench counting the number of colors they know. 

“Hyacinth makes twenty,” he said in his usual quiet way. 

She furrowed her brows to think of the next, but her eyes settled upon the approaching figure of 
her father, closely followed by a less familiar form. 

“Papa! You are home early today?” She ran to him when he called out to her, taking his 
outstretched hand to walk by his side. 

“Ellie, guess who I met today?” The Baron then stepped aside to introduce Mr. Dolor, the 
stranger that Eleanor previously noted. 

Seeing Ellie’s confused expression in her little curtsies, the Baron went on to explain that he had 
been searching for her friend’s parents for the past couple of months, and with the help of a 



couple of friends, he came to contact with Mr. Dolor, whose six-years-old son had been missing 
for almost an year. He requested an audience with them earlier this week only to find that his son 
was indeed the same boy across from them on the bench at this moment. At this part of the tale, 
Mr. Dolor gave an exclamation well-timed. 

“Oh, my dearest child, how I thought that I have lost you!” 

Eleanor was happy for her friend for a brief moment until she met noted Soulran’s expression: 
the healthy color that the past months had finally nurtured dissipated into a deathly paleness as 
his small face twisted into a truly horrified tremor as he beheld Mr. Dolor. Ellie turned to her 
father, but he was too occupied with Mr. Dolor’s gratitude to see. 

When it came for Mr. Dolor to leave with his rediscovered son, Ellie finally made up enough 
courage to tug at her mother’s skirt and whispered into her ear, “Mama, I don’t think Soulran 
wants to go.” 

They were at the door, Elliot having fitted all the things the boy accumulated in his stay into a 
case along with some last scolding to hide his sorrows, and her mother was not amused with her 
petty tricks to extend the boy’s stay, “Ellie dear, I know that you are very fond of Soulran, but 
you mustn’t be ridiculous now, alright?” 

“Please, I can’t go with him…” Hearing Soulran’s sudden plea, her mother became a little more 
conscious, but a slight tug from Mr. Dolor prompted the boy to add, “...until I tell Eleanor 
something.” 

Ellie couldn’t really explain the effect that Soulran’s unexplained anguish had on her: her throat 
dried as he stepped away from Mr. Dolor, who, as Eleanor looked closer, did bear a strong 
resemblance with Soulran. The boy embraced her briefly, thanking her for being a true friend 
and bowing to both her and her parents for their noble generosity in saving his life before going 
back to his father. 

Eleanor remembered starkly Soulran’s last look over his shoulder at the door, a rare smile 
stretched across his lips before he turned back to stare at his feet. She didn’t notice the absence 
of the silvery chain around his neck, nor did she notice the chain dangling out of her pocket now 
until much later. 

The door closed and thus ended the little incident. 
 
II. Arrival 
 
A dent in the country road jolted Eleanor awake. Surrounded by a few cushions and seated 
across from her brother (who somehow managed to find it perfectly comfortable slumbering 
between two bags), she tasted her lips in search of the remnants of sweet dreams, but couldn't 



quite find them. She took out her pocket watch to find that her travel has been a little over five 
hours. Why, and she already fell asleep. Her brother’s sleepiness must have infected her. 
They were to be transferred to the charge of a maternal relative since urgent business called her 
mother upon a lengthy trip at late notice. While Eleanor attempted to convince her mother that 
both her brother and she would be perfectly fine on their own in the manor, but Lady Crisiota 
could not bear the idea of her precious children out of the careful eyes of a trusted adult since 
Elliot was to accompany the Lady. Ellie made the case that she was already sixteen, while her 
brother ten, but did not fight her mother’s nerves out of compassion and a shared paranoia: her 
father passed just a decade ago. Accident, Eleanor recalled the uniformed men at the door say. 
But, as soon as the uniformed men left and Elliot shut the door behind them, as soon as her 
mother ceased drowning in tears, there was a pure streak of horror that spoke so much more to 
her six years old self. She once heard her mother say to herself, sitting next to the fireplace late at 
night as the eternal absence of her beloved robbed her of sweet dreams, “I have killed you...I 
killed you…the Council….damn them…” 

Such late night ravings were quenched by the arrival of Sirius, her sweet little brother. Instead of 
cursing whatever the Council was, her mother focused her energy upon the child in her womb 
and, after his birth, his every single need. Eventually, the sweet smiles of her infant brother 
smoothed over the trauma of the Crisiotas’ greatest loss, and her sweet mother returned to love 
her children without any reserves. 

These same smiles that saved her mother faced Eleanor now as they at last arrived upon their 
place to stay in three more hours, as Sirius squirmed against the bags around him, his chubby 
cheeks sweetened by dreams. 

Eleanor could not fight the urge as she reached across from her seat and pinched him, rousing the 
boy to a whiny grumble, “...owie…” 

“Wake up, we are here,” Sirius pouted to himself, but obediently searched for order in his ruffled 
dress; the older sister reminded him in a mimic of their mother, “Be kind to Mr. LaLauren, now.” 

“Don’t worry, Eleanor, I will behave!” The boy chimed and stretched as their servant opened the 
door to usher the two into the cold and darkness. 

After fastening Sirius’s cloak with a brooch, Eleanor took the boy’s hand and led them behind 
the servant’s steps into the parlour. She noted the park: it impressed her that Mr. LaLauren’s 
grounds should hold competition to her home as a mere gentry. The large expanse of trimmed 
wilderness somewhat comforted her. 

They were brought to the drawing-room, where LaLauren’s head servant gave a low bow before 
muttering, “The Master will be here shortly.” 

As the servant took his leave, Eleanor seated herself in an armchair by the windows while Sirius 
stood by, “May I stand around for a bit? I am numb from sitting so long…” Eleanor adored how 



careful the boy was of his manners as she ruffled the boy’s head and granted him freedom to 
wander within the small premise of carpet before her. “Is that a portrait of Mrs. LaLauren?” He 
pointed. 

His sister followed the boy’s finger, studying the masterful artwork, “She looks quite...wild.” 
She observed, leaving her seat to better her examination. The woman looked to be young, with 
full feminine charms confined in traditional dress, bright, blazing eyes with heavy lids freshly 
revealed from wisps of brown locks that a porcelain hand was in the middle of brushing aside, 
her cheeks painted with flush happiness and her full lips curved in a small smile as though to 
keep joy from spilling out of them. “She’s beautiful.” 

“My late lady,” A voice answered Sirius’s question, stern though with a certain charm of 
sincerity. “She passed nearly ten years ago, my greatest loss…” 

Eleanor snapped around to face who she presumed to be Mr. LaLauren, a man around his early 
forties with a build not unlike a soldier and sharp features that shadowed icy eyes, “Lord Sirius, 
Lady Eleanor, pleased to be of your assistance.” They exchanged bows, and Sirius soon hid half 
of his small frame behind her. 

LaLauren began, “I am sure both of you are exhausted from your travels: please, allow Cephas 
here to take you to your rooms,” for the first time, Eleanor noted the young man named Cephas 
beside Mr. LaLauren, a lean youth with brooding eyes and an angular face that seemed to 
despise. 

After they bid each other “good night” and after Cephas bowed deeply, the Crisiotas followed 
him to another wing of the mansion, furnished more deliberately than the one they were 
originally in. 

“When does Mr. LaLauren typically wake?” Eleanor asked for the sake of passing time in their 
short journey, which Sirius had slowed with his sleepiness as he leaned heavily into her. 

“The Master wakes early, around an hour after sunrise, Lady Eleanor,” Cephas offered to carry 
the boy, and Eleanor obliged. 

“He was probably too excited for the journey the night before and thus didn’t sleep much…” 

Eleanor thought she imagined a scoff, “Excited?” Cephas spun around to face her, the candle that 
passed into her hand as Cephas carried her brother casting wavering shadows, the young man’s 
pale face twisted by a cruel frown; Sirius rested happily against his shoulder. 

“...What?” 



A change came over Cephas’s features, her confusion clearly softened him, “Please forgive me, 
your servant spoke ill: I just find it odd for anyone to be ‘excited’ to visit this premise,” he 
chewed the words quietly, his firm steps against the marble floor almost drowning out his low 
voice before he added, “...after the passing of Mrs. LaLauren, that is.” 

So, he was here for more than ten years, Eleanor thought to herself before asking, almost 
unnecessarily, “Was she kind?” 

A pause in Cephas’s step, “Yes, she was. The household suffer a great loss.” The end of his 
sentence trailed into a low whisper. 

That, along with their arrival at the Crisiotas’ rooms terminated conversation. The room weren’t 
nearly as well-mannered as their own home, of course, but the visible wealth in the furnitures 
and carved frames were a bit reminiscent of home. With some arrangements they settled, Cephas 
leaving the siblings with a promise to rouse them by breakfast if the pair should oversleep. 

After she changed, Eleanor stared at their pile of invading boxes and bags that the servants had 
set in the corner of the room from her seat upon the bed. Her brother was already breathing 
evenly into the blankets despite her urging for him to get to his own room. “But, I am scared…” 
He muttered before falling asleep, and who would have the heart to wake one from such 
slumber? Eleanor drew out the pendant that was warm from being pressed against her chest, its 
simple lustre bring a soothing sense of peace in its green color as she sighed, giving herself off to 
the claims of sleep once again. 
 

III. The Coronation 

For the first time in his life, Luctus was afraid. Yes, there were times such as that one hunt when 
he nearly got mauled by a beast had his brother, Lucem, not been there, when he felt the icy 
grasp of fear. Yes, there were the constant fear of moving a single muscle that may conjure an 
unfavorable gesture to his exalted father. But never was he so uncertain. The solid grounds felt 
like thin air as he walked down the aisle, his steps muffled by a newly embroidered carpet. 
Soldiers with their polished armors flanked both sides, ministers in new silks and golden 
headpieces a measured step behind the soldiers. Then, as he continued his seemingly dooming 
path, ministers gave way to other nobles, the relatives, then his mother, magnified with her new 
status as the Queen Mother. Then his brothers, Lucius and Lucem on either side of him. They all 
knelt in a show of humility, hands clasped together and held before their lowered heads. All 
except of the Grand Priest and Priestess, who stood stiffly on the sanctified ground before the 
steps leading to the throne. 

Ah, Lerim and his daughter, Morgain. 

Luctus could recognize his mentor and fellow apprentice even when the two were drowned in the 
tide of traditional cloaks threaded with silver and graced with precious stones. He could almost 



see the full, white beard that hung from the old man’s face, saturated with wisdom and marred by 
time. More importantly, he could see her, a perfect porcelain face with bright eyes and heavy 
lashes that haunted his fantasy, full red lips and a graceful frame with dark locks that ran to her 
waist. Luctus sighed to himself. 

In Lerim the Priest’s hand was the symbol that all bowed to, the crown. Luctus tore his gaze 
from Morgain’s perfect fingers cupping the ornate bottle for anointment to face the Priest, 
submitting himself to a half kneel as he began. 

“The Land created by our Creator was made for His children, and eventually He put it to His 
children’s hands to care, govern, and tame. And, He saw that it was good. May His elect make it 
so it continues to be so: let the Lord’s blessings be poured upon the Chosen, who is fit for the 
weight of the crown.” 

Luctus hid his trepidation as he felt the cold trickle of oil upon his head. Then the Priest and 
Priestess each pressed a hand upon his head. 

Morgain said, “The Lord our God triumphs over tremor, terrors, and temptation; grant your 
Vessel wisdom and peace.” 

“Let him be exalted in longevity, courage, and patience to protect Your children.” 

Hands lifted from his head, and a new weight was soon placed upon his head, “Let this ointment 
and this crown be a testament of the Emperor’s covenant to the Lord that he shall fulfill his duty 
to rule with the merciful hand of God.” 

Their duty done, the two retreated to separate sides of the aisle to gaze into a distance. 

Luctus rose to his feet, the proximity of the throne and the last three steps distancing them 
overwhelmed him. Then he ascended, taking his rightful place upon the golden chair. 

“Long Live the Emperor!” was the relentless chant that shook the halls, ringing in Luctus’s ears 
well into nightfall. 

By the end of the day, Luctus was exhausted. He excused himself from the feast thrown in his 
honor as soon as it was appropriate, dispersing the nobles, some more drunk than the others, to 
their temporary housings within the lesser wings of the palace. Retreating to his chambers in the 
heart of the palace, he dressed for bed, but a thought crossed his mind. Instead, he eased himself 
into a coat of dark silk -- a favorite garment nearly qualified as overworn -- and set out. He 
opened the window to allow a breeze brush against him. Yes, maybe he will do just that. With 
his mind made up, he seated himself on the windowsill, his feet dangling three stories above the 
ground. Then he leaned forward for the drop, which he slowed with a wave of his hand as he 



touched the ground again, a rustle of soft, wet grass. He strolled off then, out of the exquisite 
imperial garden for his mind was not set upon the rarity that it houses, but nostalgia. 

It didn’t take him much time to reach his destination in the larger garden separating the imperial 
quarters from the common wings, where he found the old tree of his childhood and climbed it, 
almost as effortlessly as though he was walking. How unsightly, for the prince to be climbing a 
tree like a little monkey, he heard his nurse’s shrill warnings, and realized that he was no longer 
just a prince as he settled in a sturdy branch level with the second floor. It was so much more 
welcoming than his throne, and he overlooked the stretch of greenery kissed by the moonlight 
under the dense cover, the stream a shining snake coiling around planned paths. 

Then he heard them, beyond the murmuring creek and frogs and owl and leaves, laughter in a 
musical tone. He first attributed it to some adventurous fairy, but saw otherwise. 

A lithe figure clad in thin silks that accentuated her feminine figure caught the splatter of 
moonlight, entering his field of vision with her hand pulling in a contrasting masculine frame, 
dull in comparison to her luminance. Luctus shifted in his perch. 

“...so scared that I might mess up the oath,” the musical tone chimed, seating herself and her 
companion upon a boulder merely steps away from Luctus’s position. 

“It’s unlike anyone would question you and your father’s prayers, anyway,” His soothing voice 
brushed by her ear after he nuzzled her bare neck; she chuckled as though she was delighted by 
his forwardness, though Luctus was puzzled as he could only see debauchery while holding his 
breath in denial. 

“You know, this is the first time I have ever made up a prayer: it’s always been that words are 
placed in my mouth,” She continued to file her complaint, resting her head upon a firm shoulder. 
“It was as though...as though God didn’t smile upon it.” 

“...Perhaps God was busy paying others attention and blessing them instead?” 

“Like who?” 

“Me.” She laughed, shifting so that she was comfortably leaning back into her lover’s embrace. 

“What makes you think that?” 

“Because, I am the happiest man in this world, and I think it is only because of Him.” 

She knew what he was getting to, and in fear that the spell would be broken when he utter it 
aloud, she turned her head so she could claim his lips in hers. 



Luctus wanted to cut himself: the kiss lasted eternities and the Emperor planned a possible 
escape. 

Then the lovers parted, finally: she cupped his face in her porcelain hands and sighed, “Why 
can’t you be the Emperor, it seems more fitting.” 

The blasphemous phrase froze Luctus. 

“Don’t speak like that, we cannot always have what we desire and I should respect my father’s 
decision.” 

“But, shouldn’t we have what we deserve?” The words cut so much deeper when fallen from her 
full lips. “You are the better candidate, the empire knows that.” 

“Except my late father, may he rest in peace,” with that he withdrew from her and lifted her off 
the boulder. “Don’t you think my brother had enough attention today?” 

“Ah, you have been jealous. Who knew?” 

“Enough of that divisive speech, lest someone hear you,” he adopted a joking tone to hide the 
accuracy of her sarcastic diagnosis. 

“They wouldn’t dare to touch the Grand Priestess.” She turned from him and crossed her arms in 
feigned haughtiness. 

“Perhaps,” for a moment the night was just filled with its own harmony and the cracks of 
Luctus’s balled fists and the pounding of his heart within his head. 

Almost suddenly, “Morgain.” 

“Yes?” 

“Your ruined the serenity,” He accused her with an embrace from behind, pressing a kiss into the 
crook of her neck. “I was going to ask...you know that I love you, right?” 

“Of course. I don’t think the night is any less serene than before now that you have admitted 
your inevitable jealousy...” 

“Shhh none of that now,” his breath clearly tickled her and she turned to face him instead. 

"What then?” 



There was a rustle as he lowered himself in a similar manner as his brother a few hours before, 
though he had the honor to hold her hand as he knelt on one knee,” Another question, that is.” 

Luctus didn’t notice thin skin that came off from his palms as his nails dug into them. 

“...Will you...marry me?” 

She shifted, still uncomfortable with her love’s unchanging willingness to humble himself for her 
and overwhelmed with happiness, “Why bother asking?!” She pulled him back onto his feet, 
embracing him tightly and muffled sweet talk with his chest. Luctus realized for the first time 
that his hands bled. 

“What of father? Did he approve?” 

“Of course, he even gave his blessings and nearly strangled me.” 

Luctus ripped his eyes away as the couple kissed again, their happy chuckles and Morgain’s 
admiration for Lucem’s simple handiwork now tainting her porcelain hand became distant. A 
pure silvery shine, Luctus saw before he turned away, a simple silver trinket the perch for a 
jadeite, a symbol that Luctus would learn to loathe. 

Oh, his heart burnt so, and the iron of the blood he tasted upon his lips prevented Luctus from 
understanding the tears that fell. Deep within, a voice began to chant for more blood. 
 
IV. The Invasion of Amzra 
 
The day was long. The excitement of a new emperor gave way for familiarity in the matter of 
months as the empire goes on. Luctus found himself a prisoner on his golden throne, confined by 
dreary obligations and decisions and courtly order that, once in practice, he could not believe he 
had spent the entirety of his life so far preparing for: most ordeals only requires common sense, 
and others the first ministers already decided unofficially without him. What is there for him to 
do? 

“Your humble servant greets Your Excellency,” A servant he recognized as one of his mother’s 
knocked him out of his dissatisfied stupor. “The Queen Mother request an audience with Your 
Excellency.” 

“Noted,” He excused the man, wondering what could it be other than more urging for finding a 
suitable Empress. 

...And, oh the Heavenly Father, was he right: the very second he enters her vision she greeted 
him formally and warmly, the shine of her new exaltation smoothed out her greatest enemies, 
wrinkles, with an eternal smile, only to cushion the harshness of her next statement. 



“You disrespectful son, do you wish to have your mother die before she could kiss her 
grandchildren?” This she whispered to his ears in fear that the servants should be beheaded for 
laughing. “What are you stalling for, my child, are you not pleased with any of the choices I have 
selected for you?” 

A pang in his heart reminded him of bitterness, “...It may elude you, but I do have things to do 
other than worrying about trivial things as such.” 

“Trivial thing?!” Unable to control her shock, the Queen Mother excused the servants. “Trivial 
thing, oh you are so wrong, young man...What if you are to die without a heir? What would be of 
the empire then?” 

“I am sure Lucem would make a fine emperor in my stead,” he recited flatly from distant 
memory. 

“Lucem? The son of that whor--” 

“--Dancer, mother, Consort Dia was a dancer, not exactly a whore.” 

“A whore, my son, that is what she was, a fox sprite that spirited your father away. No matter, 
we cannot have the son of a demonic spirit be the emperor, now can we. You need an heir. Have 
you met Sapphira before?” 

“No.” 

“Oh, there is still hope then: she is said to be the most beautiful young maiden in the known 
world, who just so happen to be the third daughter of King Etzion.” 

“Ah, I see.” 

Displeased by his apparent disinterest, the Queen Mother added, “She reminded me of a certain 
one Your Excellency might be familiar with.” 

Luctus was alarmed. 

“In fact, she bears a bit of a resemblance with our Grand Priestess, though Princess Sapphira is 
much more elegant, much gentler.” 

His throat ran dry. 

“Would you like to meet her.” 



Without really thinking, he replied, “I suppose there is no harm.” 

“Good!” Her duty done, the Queen Mother returned to her form as a bag of plump vanity. “Back 
to you not-so-trivial things then, child, your old mother is happy.” 

It was as though his day was not long enough, as the second he returned from his mother’s 
palace a messenger threw himself at his feet in a stuttering panic. 

“Yo-Your Excellency!” 

“Yes?” 

“Forgive your servant’s incoherence, but the Kingdom of Amzra has set to invade our empire.” 

“Ah,” It wasn’t a surprise for a long-time tribute kingdom to rebel in the face of a new emperor; 
in fact, historically it had been so now and then, as though they were periodically trying their 
luck at independence. “Summon General Lucius, Commander Lucem and the First Ministers.” 

“Yes, Your Excellency.” 

His brothers and the ministers all seemed well aware of the news as they entered. After Luctus 
ordered them to rise from their low bows, the elder minister immediately requested for 
permission to drone on about his decades of experience and qualifications to offer a strategy that, 
at the conclusion of his monologue, turned out to be nonexistent at the moment. Luctus rolled his 
eyes while Lucius fought a chuckle; Lucem merely gave a forced smile. Before another minister 
could waste more time, Lucem, after Luctus granted him the right, began. 

“Your lowly brother suggest to meet the kingdoms’ forces directly as to show no signs of 
weakness and to avoid civilian casualties,” He silenced the flustered ministers. “For, your lowly 
brother had informants stationed in all of our tributes years before, and it is clear that our 
enemies should not stand a chance against the empire’s imperial forces.” 

Luctus beheld his brother in mild admiration before an almost familiar voice rang within his 
head, offering an advice that he thought was more genius than any sputtering nonsense he 
suffered through all day, let the loyal fool plan his own death, “Very well, we will do as you 
say.” 

“Who shall we place in command, Your Excellency?” 

“I believe…since my dear brother is wise in his ways of battle, and is the chief author of this 
tactic, it would be most fitting for the role...don't you agree, Lucem?" 

A change came over Lucem's cordial smile, "...But, Your Excellency." 



"Yes?" 

He hesitated and ventured, "Your lowly brother does not believe he is qualified for this 
campaign." 

"Oh, is my esteem not enough qualification?" 

"No, Your Excellency, it is surplus; it is just that this fool is pledged to be married in a 
fortnight." 

Yes, of course I am well aware of such, for that is the only reason that we should send you to 
battle, "Does Commander Lucem think his personal affairs above that of the empire?" 

Lucius raised an eyebrow while the ministers opened their mouths to speak, but dared not. Of 
course, the social implications of a postponement of marriage is an ill omen for the future of the 
union that often prompted the less committed parties to call off the match altogether. 

Lucem paled visibly, before bowing lowly, “Absolutely not, Your Excellency, pray show mercy 
for this fool that has misspoke.” 

“Please rise, I understand your sentiments,” With that, Luctus excused the men to prepare for the 
invasion. 

The voice chuckled, Very well, now we will see if the Kingdom of Amzra would perform a 
miracle for us. 

Luctus scoffed. 
 
V. The Violinist 
 
It’s quite difficult for Eleanor to describe what propelled her, but she was helplessly attracted to 
Cephas the servant. 

It has been a week since the Crisiotas first came under Mr. LaLauren’s guardianship, and he left 
them to their own devices for the most part: yes, their tutors soon arrived to continue their 
lessons, allowing Mr. LaLauren to leave early and not return until later afternoons on a daily 
basis as the household ran smoothly under the head servant’s hand. 

While Sirius managed to kill time with his many supervised ventures into LaLauren’s park, 
Eleanor attempted fruitlessly to entertain herself with writing and reading, yet it has became 
obvious to her that Cephas in his silent watch over her (as the master arranged with a paranoia he 
shared with the Crisiotas’ mother), was far more interesting than any written word. 



And yes, Eleanor had to admit that the initial attraction was shallow as she was simply drawn by 
his features and frame, both of which, once she became accustomed to his subtle gloom, 
recommended him strongly in her eyes. Though her focus slowly shifted the comfort and relief 
his very presence brought her. And of course, she called herself foolish as all is temporary and 
the interest would have to pass. 

Still this did not prevent her from trying to understand the servant better; she would ask him to 
help her find a book that she deliberately hid just so they might have time to strike up 
conversation beyond the formalities, or ask him to take her to tour some parts of the park that 
might be deemed to treacherous for her to go alone so she might be justified in taking his arm, or 
she might just have him read to her (his vocabulary surprised her much as it did not occur to her 
that a mere servant could surpass her in literature or education) some of the more amorous poetry 
(some composed by no other than herself)  in pretense that was part of her tutor’s assignment. 

One such afternoon, when Cephas quietly read to her one of her sonnets, he stopped before the 
couplet, “Lady Eleanor.” 

“Yes?” 

“As much as I esteem your attention, I do not think I am deserving of it.” 

Oh, and she was also foolish to think that he wouldn’t notice, “I...I am not sure what y-you are 
talking about, Cephas.” She blushed profusely and turned away from his resigned smile. 

“I am not suggesting that I am not affected, it is just that...” He was still so cool, calm, a slight 
smile to indicate the lack of a counterfeit facade. “...I am in no place to taint you with my 
feelings, Lady Eleanor, should I remind you that I am --” 

“-- Eleanor would be fine,” She stood up, not knowing exactly what she intended to do with such 
a gesture as she gathered enough courage (or nonsense) to face him again. “I don’t care, Cephas, 
I just...I just…” She realized how childish she sounded, and it only got worse as she blurted out. 
“I love you.” 

His face was shadowed by the rays of sunlight that fell through the opened curtains in the 
drawing room, and Eleanor chose to not attribute the slight crimson upon his cheeks to the 
warmth of the sun, “...Lady Eleanor…” He also got up to his feet, though more in a fashion of 
planning an escape out of embarrassment. 

She acted out of instinct, really, as she closed the distance between them and seized his collar, 
pulling him into a kiss. While she was nearly as surprised as he was, she allowed herself to be 
lost against the contact, allowing her hands to release his crumpled collar to rest upon the nape of 
his neck. His shoulders tensed, but eased against her as he returned her embrace and her kiss, 
hands hiding their tremor as they fought without success the urge to pull her closer. 



It was until they parted when Cephas suddenly found the resolve to push against her, gripping 
her shoulders firmly as to distance her while he caught his shaky breath, “El-Eleanor, we can-
cannot…I...” 

Only then, as she beheld the panic in his eyes did she realize she was ashamed, but before she 
could apologize Cephas turned and hurried away, leaving her with a pounding heart and shame. 

She did not see Cephas again until much later, when the household retired for rest. A light 
knocking upon her door interrupted her turning in her sleeplessness. 

“Please, enter.” 

The door squeaked open to reveal Sirius, “Eleanor?” The boy closed the door behind him. 

“What’s wrong?” 

“Did you hear that just now?” 

“...Hear what?” 

The boy inched to her bed and sat down, dangling his feet, “The music.” 

"What? You must have been dreaming, Sirius, there had been…” 

Then she heard it, too, the thin, barely audible sounds that nearly resembled that of a meowing 
cat. 

Out of their curiosity, the Crisiotas decided to follow it: as they drew closer the sound paused, 
and adopted an entirely different tone. Delicate and sweet, though playful enough for Eleanor to 
recognize it as a violin. Who would be playing such a thing at this hour? Despite the wavering 
shadows that the light she took casted to rouse their fears, they were enchanted, so they allowed 
themselves to be drawn up the stairs towards the corner of the wing. They passed less cared for 
rooms and more flights of stairs until they found themselves at the end of the hallway three 
floors above their rooms, with only a heavy door between them and the music. 

Before Eleanor could object, Sirius pushed it open. Darkness and sudden silence greeted them, 
and Eleanor briefly noted the covers that reflected white with the little light that the lamp in her 
hand provided. There was a stirring of shadows, and a grip that pulled both Crisiotas into the 
room before hastily shutting the door noiselessly. 

Eleanor was shocked to be greeted by the puzzled faces of a circle of children, the eldest one of 
them probably not much older than Sirius. She also noted their clothes, old and patched, and 
from the loose sleeves peeked bony hands. Standing by the door with the instrument responsible 



for this unwelcomed interruption in his hand was no other than Cephas, whose obvious attempt 
at avoiding her eyes were visible even in the dim light as he addressed the children instead. 

“Go, go back now,” He shushed one that whined for not having heard his favorite piece yet. “I 
will play it first thing next time, okay?” With a reassuring pat on the boy’s head along with 
answers to some quiet requests for goodnight kisses that would ward off nightmares, the children 
went towards the corner of the room, where a slight creak made Eleanor infer the existence of a 
trapdoor. 

“My apologies, Lady and Lord Crisiota, for having disturbed you...it is merely a little 
entertainment for the little ones,” He had his back on them as he restored his instrument into its 
case, sliding it under one of more obscure covers in one smooth action. “I would….please, would 
it be possible for you to keep this from the master?” 

“Of course, of course...we didn’t intend to interrupt…” 

With that Cephas took the light from Eleanor, extinguishing with a soft breath, “The light 
probably already woke the master. No worries, I will lead you two back.” 

“Doesn’t the master rest in the wing on the opposite side?” 

“...Should we just say that he is a little more sensitive than the normal mind?” Cephas took her 
hand and Sirius’s, leading them in a swift stride down the path they took. 

Just before they reached the hallway leading to their chambers, a careless misstep from Sirius 
lurched Cephas forward to catch him, in which his elbow brushed over a vase of flowers. Eleanor 
made a grab for it, but it slipped out of the reach of her fingers and crashed into the floor. 

Cephas cursed under his breath, “We must hurry, if it wasn’t aware before, it is now.” 

“It?” 

Cephas didn’t bother to acknowledge her inquiry as a distant look of anguish overtook him, 
burying him until he lowered his head and lead them along. In a mighty hurry, they arrived upon 
their room. 

“Please, do not leave your rooms no matter what you hear,” His whisper was raspy against her 
ear before he reluctantly released her hand, shutting the door firmly against her many questions. 

“Eleanor…” 

“Shut it, Sirius.” She pressed her ears against the door, and a lofty silence greeted her. 



Perhaps Cephas was mad? 

Just when she was going to shrug off her concerns a loud clatter was heard, and she sprung back 
to her position pressed against the door. From the muffled sounds she made out bits and pieces of 
conversation that raised her hairs. 

“...Forgive me…” 

A low growl of a voice responded, “The master merely request your presence.” 

“No, no, please...no…” 

There was an audible struggle, and Eleanor fought the urge to burst out of the door. 

“Ugh…” Then silence triumphed, only disturbed by the dull sound, of what Eleanor later 
learned, a body being dragged down the carpeted floors. 

Eleanor crumbled to the floor against the door, torn between prioritizing her brother and her 
safety to that of a mere acquaintance that she just so happened to adore. 

The night stilled with indecision, and the Crisiotas could only find terror in place of sleep. 
 
VI. The Negotiation 

His plan was...working, he suppose. By ensuring that the campaigns receive as little resources as 
possible, the simple conquest became difficult even for the great Commander Lucem. No first 
ministers dared to question why the emperor refused to answer any of the messengers from the 
frontlines even as each became more haggard, dirty, or injured. Yet for some reason, as though 
fate smiled upon that talented son of a whore, Commander Lucem still managed to keep the 
enemies at bay for the past year. The idea made the cold, hard throne even more uncomfortable 
to Luctus as he wandered. 

But, he should not allow himself to be troubled over the bastard: he has much more important 
things to tend to. 

No, he was not referring to Sapphira, whose connections and vague resemblance to a certain 
object of his fixation recommended her enough for him to give into her mother’s demand, 
marrying her in a modest celebration befitting of any imperial match. 

No, he was not exactly concerned about his infant daughter either: she just tries to scream her 
little head off whenever he dared to hold her, anyway. 



He was referring to an unexpected development of his plan. As the frontlines wore down and the 
prolonged battles began to become obvious, the Grand Priestess shut herself off from the empire 
to her father’s chagrin with an excuse to fast and pray solely for the conflict. Yet nearly nine 
months into her protest or a couple days ago, she broke out of her isolation to request for an 
audience with the Emperor. 

Very well, the voice began to conspire the second Luctus received the request, a little flattered by 
the opportunity as it was not possible for anyone, including the Emperor, to summon the Priest or 
Priestess at their disposal. We shall use this to our advantage. 

So yes, it was this meeting that occupied his mind until the moment she entered his field of 
vision: they met in the more obscure corner of the palace as per his request. Too occupied with 
her burning purpose, the Priestess was unsuspecting as she swept in with the grace of a songbird, 
her usual dress of dark emerald replaced by black silks as though in mourning. 

“Your Excellency,” She acknowledged without bowing, for God forbid that His priests should 
bow to an earthly king. 

“Your Holiness,” He attempted to match her expressionlessness as they both seated at the table 
of mahogany where a pair of twin goblets carrying fine wine along with a crystal bottle provided 
the sole color to the rather empty room. 

“I shall speak bluntly for there is very little time,” No matter how harsh the tone of her voice is, 
it was music that nourish his soul. “It has become apparent to me that you are being selfish in 
your dealings of Amzra’s invasion.” 

“What makes you think that?” 

Clearly annoyed by his innocent pretense, Morgain sighed, “Luctus, don’t take me for a fool: I 
have known you too long to not know that you are simply trying to destroy Lucem’s reputation.” 

Oh, that is what she thinks the true intention is? Perhaps she has been too engulfed by that fool’s 
attention to notice...so naive, “I have to deny your preposterous accusations, Morgain.” 

“Then you lie to me, the empire, and yourself,” The blazing fires in her beautiful eyes burnt him, 
and he couldn’t help but take a long sip from his goblet before he replied. 

“Do you truly love him?” 

The fires died down in confusion, “What?” 

“Do you truly love Lucem?” 



A new realization dawned upon her intense gaze, which slowly morphed into disgust as she 
narrowed her eyes, “Who are you to doubt our relationship and how is this relevant to the war?” 
She posed the questions almost as a rhetorical and frowned. 

He sighed at her hostility, “You deserve so much more than someone like him.” 

“He is perfect to me. You are not one to judge.” 

“Become mine, Morgain,” Her eyes widened at his boldness. “I can ensure your happiness, I can 
love you--” 

“--Do you even know what happiness is, Luctus?” She slapped the table and stood up. “It is the 
product of a conscious choice, not the product of the environment, for the latter only guarantees 
temporary, earthly euphoria. And, it has become obvious to me that you have never truly made 
the choice to be content or happy: love me? What of Sapphira? Lyra?” 

He thought a little before remembering that Lyra was the chosen name for his daughter. 

Morgain was not finished, “I do not deserve more: Lucem is all that I could desire in my entire 
life. And, how could something lesser hope to provide more than the greater? ‘Be mine’? Our 
precepts of love differ much, Luctus, for no one should have claims over me,” He clenched his 
jaws to suffer through the humiliation. “The only ones that deserve more are Sapphira and Lyra, 
Luctus, and I really hope that you would let go of your unnecessary idealisations so you can 
actually hope to be a true Emperor.” 

Silence fell between them, and Morgain stood her ground though slightly hunched over in regret 
as she remembered that the man she just belittled was the only one capable of ordering relief for 
her beloved upon the battlefield. 

Finally, he found the words, “I understand. You are right, I had been quite foolish.” She opened 
those full, red lips of hers as though to speak, though he interrupted her, “You need not to worry, 
I should make arrangements for reinforcements tomorrow.” 

A flood of relief softened her as she lowered her head, “Thank you, Luctus.” After some thought 
but before the quiet could settle too densely between them again, she picked up the goblet and 
raised it with slight reluctance as to give an end to the negotiation as per tradition, “To your 
merciful heart and the Empire’s future.” 

“And, to where your wisdom and where your heart lies,” He adopted the slightest smile at the 
dainty clink of metal, watchful eyes peering beyond the rim of his cup to dote on the pale skin 
about her throat, which moved just the slightest as she downed her drink. 

The movement paused as she froze, fright took over her and slapped the goblet out of her hand. 



She blinked profusely as the deafening clatter of metal against marble further tilted the grounds 
twisting beneath her feet while her fighting conscious bemoaned before her entire body began to 
betray her, “Wh-What have y-you...done?” 

Luctus merely stepped forward for her to crumble into his arms. At last. He didn’t indulge too 
much in the way she leaned against him, her broken breaths burning his neck. Instead, he swept 
her willless body off its feet, carrying her into infinite darkness. 
 

VII. Sunday Afternoon 

The first ray of sunlight gave the Crisiotas an excuse to investigate last night’s strange 
happenings. Yet in their fright, they forgot that it was a Sunday, thus they had to attend church. 
Once loaded into the carriage sitting across from the usually laconic Mr. LaLauren, Eleanor’s 
sleep depravity allowed herself to mutter aloud too innocently, “Where is Cephas?” 

Mr. LaLauren cocked an eyebrow, “Eleanor, is it not unusual for servants to ride with their 
masters to church?” 

She turned away from him after muttering an apology for the randomness of her inquiries while 
Sirius grumbled about having been woken up too early. 

During the sermon, she extorted most of her energies looking for Cephas without doing anything 
other than concerning Mr. LaLauren, who questioned her with an assumed parental consternation 
once they returned to the mansion, “You seemed very, very unsettled today, Eleanor.” She knew 
that his cold gaze saw through her in her seat by the window and only wanted for her to say it 
directly. 

She set down her pen since she was in no mood for a letter, anyway, “No-nothing, Mr. LaLauren, 
it was just that...I didn’t sleep that well last night.” 

He chuckled and pocketed his hands, “Are you fond of Cephas, Eleanor?” 

“What?! Yes, I meant, no, why...what no…” She gave up. 

Mr. LaLauren scoffed at her helpless stumble, “Why, it is perfectly normal for a young girl like 
you to be crossed in love easily.” 

“...” She stared blankly into the greens of the park, hoping that her face and the leaves would not 
be too reminiscent of the winter holidays. 



“Anyway, it will pass, just don’t think so much about it,” She assumed that he went away 
afterward, though she was immediately distracted from her troubles as a maid hurried over with a 
single envelope addressed with the beautiful hand that she could not be more familiar with. 

Ah, her mother. It was as though she knew when she is needed most. 

With a mighty hurry she ripped open the envelope without much propriety and beheld the scripts 
with more attention than what she had given to any sermons. 

Dearest Eleanor and Sirius, 

I hope that you are not too much of a bother for Mr. LaLauren, and that you do not miss me 
nearly as much as I do the two of you. 

She could just feel the slight grin resting upon her mother’s nervous face as she wrote these 
words. 

The business that propelled me to abandon you to Mr. LaLauren’s care has its complications, 
but it does not pose as much trouble nor is as sinister as I make it out to be. In fact, I expect to 
return by the end of next month, so even if you are unhappy with the present arrangement it 
would not be too long. Have the two of you made any new acquaintances? Or, has it simply been 
a lonely week or so (I estimated the time it would have take for this letter to arrive)? I am sure 
that you would manage quite well, Eleanor, and that your brother would not be too homesick. 

The purpose of this letter, my dear, is to reiterate that you must not use your power under any 
circumstances: it had slowly became obvious to me that the adversary that so occupy me is 
essentially tracking our very existence once any of the Crisiotas utilize their powers. Please--- 

A scream interrupted her reading, and instinct brought her to her feet, tugging the letter into her 
sleeve before running to the source of distress. She found herself in the open courtyard, where a 
crowd of servants obscured a nightmare plastered upon the brick floors. 
 
VIII. Lucius 
 
Loud chatters of merrymaking rang out from the tavern stuffed with youths yet to be marred by 
true violence, and at the head of them all was no other than Lucius, the boy that only passed as a 
man because of his royal status, his born affinity for power and of his ability to mimic his 
brothers’ authorities. The subject of joy was the imperial orders Lucius received to aid his 
brother in the battle against the Kingdom of Amzra. Obviously, he failed to mention the fact that 
he was instructed to only bring an insignificant troop of five hundred, so his friends assumed 
from his lively airs that he was in command to turn the tides of the conflict. 
“To General Lucius!” They all laughed at how ridiculous that sounded before intoxicating 
themselves in their naivety. 



Just before Lucius finished retelling his plans for Amzra’s quick defeat to one of his friends, a 
firm tug at his sleeve interrupted.  
“What, who are you?” He turned to confront the killjoy, only to find a hooded figure cloaked in a 
degree of sorrow amplified in the jolly atmosphere of the tavern. 
“I must speak to you in private, Lucius.” 
It took a while for the voice to register with him, but when it did, it caught him off guard, “M-
Morgain, what the hell are you doing here?” Could it be Lucem sensed his fooling around 
somehow and he now sent his beloved as an envoy to scold him? But, the tremble in her voice 
suggested something much graver, and fright shook off his silliness. 
He followed her out of the tavern to the back alley, where a feline shadow leapt onto higher 
ground at their intrusion. Morgain started speaking with her back to him as soon as he closed the 
tavern door. 
“You must tell Lucem that I cannot marry him.” 
All the effects of the drinks seemed to have been scared away at her statement, “What?” 
“I...I cannot marry him. Tell him that after the war is over.” 
“Where are you going to be that would prevent you to do that yourself?” 
“I can’t see him. I just…” She stopped, her head lowered and face buried within her hands. 
Lucius forced her to face him, and noted with a slit of relief as the ring was still there, So Lucem 
is not dead, “What happened? You can tell me...” 
She merely shook her head, her delicate frame shook with each suppressed sob. 
“Even if I do exactly what you said and told Lucem, he would just take me for a cruel jester,” He 
attempted to prompt her. “So please, I want to help you, Mor, but what happened?” 
She allowed her eyes to look beyond her hands, and Lucius thought he heard some hesitant 
whispers as her frown increased. 
“...Sorry, what?” 
She sighed heavily, her hands falling to grab a fistful of her cloak and wrung it until her knuckles 
burnt white, “I-I have…I have been defiled, I-I have broken our promise...” The tears came back 
to drown her and Lucius could only panic against a rising rage at her confession. 
“What? Who dared to? I will kill that bastard right now!” 
She opened her mouth to speak, but no words came out as she choked. Lucius noticed for the 
first time how her entire body trembled, and her hands abandoned her cloak now to clasp 
together tightly in a sorrowful prayer that God has yet to heed.  
“Morgain…” He had never seen her so weak, so reduced from the older sister that always 
softened Lucem’s strict scoldings and coaxed him back to his studies by conjuring pretty spells 
along with fulfilled promises of adventure; and he could only wish death upon the man who 
would dare touch a hair upon her, who would dare to threaten the perfection and happiness that 
Lucem and Morgain’s future was supposed to be. 
“...He drugged me...otherwise I could have resisted…” 
"WHO IS HE?!" 
At last, she whispered the name, and Lucius gaped as his murderous intentions gave way for 
despair. "What can I do for you?" Broken, betrayed by the high regards he held his oldest 
brother, Lucius asked with a lesser sorrow than Morgain. 
"Ensure Lucem's victory a-and deliver my previous message..." 
"No, no you can't...I have to speak with Luctus," It hurt him so much that she would flinch 
visibly at that very name. "He has to pay!" 
"Y-you are just getting yourself killed, Lucius, what good could it be...?" 



Lucius burnt with a new commission for justice, but he tried to be careful, "He's always been on 
better terms with me: I would convince him...to send more troops so Lucem could return as soon 
as possible." 
"B-but I cannot, I cannot meet him...I cannot see him again..." She began to pace around, her 
clasped fingers digging into flesh. 
"Please," He forced her to a halt from her nervous fit by gripping her shoulders. "You would kill 
Lucem if do that." 
She paused, staring blankly at the floor between them as the idea horrified her. 
"Don't worry, Morgain, I will confront him tomorrow and bring good news, he would have no 
idea that you even met me." 
After swearing his secrecy to Morgain and comforting her to the best of his abilities, Lucem 
marched off with the weight of his new commission and into darkness. 
 

IX. The Contract 

“...we are beginning to think that this might be a serious issue, Your Excellency, as they 
conferred with authorities of different fields and all came to the same conclusion that rainfall is 
greatly decreased, which may…” 

“My Lord!” 

Luctus shut up the babbling scholar and preferred his attention to the messenger, “Pray tell.” 

“General Lucius sought your immediate audience, Your Excellency.” 

Oh, that stupid little boy, “Very well, show him in then.” 

The scholar, only then realizing that he was being casted aside, panicked at the imminent 
consequences of his concerns, “Your Excellency, what is the Empire to do in prevention for the 
next years?” 

“Go confer with your scholars some more and maybe they could invest their time in conjuring a 
spell to create water as supposed to be panicking about a probable hypothesis.” 

“But, Your Excellency…” The scholar was ushered out without much of a struggle, while Lucius 
passed the man’s distress as he entered. 

“Your Excellency.” Luctus grew suspicious of the boy’s unusual solemnity. 

“Hrmmm, what do you want from me, Lucius?” 



“Why must you assume that I am here to beg? Perhaps I am here to bid you a final farewell since 
I am set to leave for battle in the matter of hours?” 

“Final? I suspect you misspoke, Lucius, since I am sure that you would return in the matter of a 
month at most.” 

“Alive though?” 

Luctus knew what his little brother was after, “What makes you think otherwise.” 

“If even Lucem is struggling to overcome the Amzra Kingdom with his men, I don’t expect my 
puny squad of 500 composed of clueless recruits to do much other than being massacred.” 

“Perhaps you underestimate yourself, little brother?” 

“Is it really against your wish to send more reinforcement for the defensive effort?” 

“I believe Commander Lucem said himself that the enemies are no match for our imperial forces: 
the fact that the invasion has been prolonged so much only shows that he boasts?” 

A stern look set upon the boy’s face in a way that Luctus was unaware he was capable of, “Can 
we speak privately?” 

That would probably serve our purpose the best. So, Luctus excused the guards and servants 
despite their chagrin, and the hall emptied until only the brothers remained. 

“Pray continue, Lucius.” 

“You are just trying to get Lucem killed, aren’t you? Any idiot could really tell since you insisted 
naming him chief of this defense.” 

“Why, that is not how you speak to your elders, Lucius,” Luctus allowed himself the luxury of 
leaving the petrified perch upon his throne, pacing around the hall to stretch instead while Lucius 
followed him with his eyes. “Those bold, baseless accusations would get you nowhere.” 

“Accusations are not baseless if they are true.” 

“Then yours are indeed baseless: why would I dream of harming my own brother?” 

“Jealousy.” 



Luctus paused in his pacing, facing the blundering youngster with his back, How dare he speak 
with such arrogance, “Explain what ludicrous dreams suggested your theory." 

“You are simply jealous of Lucem because of Morgain,” Lucius did not seem to be sensible of 
his audience’s rising anger. “Silence!” Luctus had enough of the boy’s diagnosis. “How could a 
mere boy who doesn’t even understand love be able to judge?” 

At this Lucius colored with a dangerous concoction of anger and embarrassment and vengeance 
that made him undo the calm he had tried so hard to maintain and blurt out, "Because this ‘mere 
boy’ would have never even conceive the idea of defiling anyone against their will, much less his 
very own brother’s lover!” 

Luctus froze, swallowing hard as he weighed Lucius’s comment along with his sudden interest in 
a small golden dragon the size of his palm displayed immediately before him on an excessively 
carved table against the wall. 

Lucius began, his voice cracking under his tremor, “I don’t understand you...you have the entire 
empire of women dying to be even considered for your hand and yet you have to lust after the 
one that is already betrothed to your brother?” 

The silence was a cipher that Lucius misinterpreted for Luctus’s quiet realization of remorse, 
prompting him to carry himself towards the slightly hunched figure on light, hesitant steps, his 
hand reaching out for a shoulder and reconciliation. 

Then he did it. The second Luctus felt the weight of his brother’s hand upon his shoulder he 
snapped, seizing the hand and pulling the boy forward into the lethal blow: gold spiked and 
scaled with diamonds cut flesh and crushed skull, the perpetual moment slowed and blurred and 
imprinted into eternity by wrath as a horrible cry knocked on the door of death. And, death 
answered. 

Luctus exhaled a breath he knew not he held, noticing for the first time the mess upon him, the 
broken display, and...his eyes stoop to the floor and the pooling crimson. Blank eyes pleaded 
with him, and he wanted to utter something but only retched. Then, the golden dragon fell from 
his hand to crash against the floor. 

“Lucius?” 

The stare bore into his soul mockingly, “No, no, no, what have I done…” He stretched out a 
hand in hopes of remembering some spells for revival, only to realize his trembling had 
immobilized him. “Lu...cius…?” Now the corner of the mouth seemed to stretch upward into a 
sneer, the mere boy who would forever laugh at his sins. Luctus started away from the blood, yet 
every fiber of his being screamed and cackled and laughed in dread, and among the madness his 
steps gave away as though the cold grasp of death found him and he, too, fell against the floor. 



Then the quiet greeted him like a warm breath upon frozen grounds. Rise, you fool. Whose voice 
was it, always there to plague him with temptations? He was but a fool, easily swayed by simple 
words. And you are but a weakling, easily stirred at the very breath of opposition. 

Who speaks, who taunts, whose lips offered promises of power and glory and satisfaction? 
Luctus looked towards the shadow casted by the throne, growing longer every second. He knew 
the voice, he heard the voice now, a collection of multitudes of all that touched his life. 

“Lu…,” When he called he forgot other syllables, forgot that it was he who spoke for he heard a 
different voice that uttered the monosyllable. 

The same that sighed and shivered in a drug-induced trance, moaning scrambled words as 
powerless hands that intended to harm and push could only caressed and burnt him. The recent 
remembrance darkened the hall until the ethereal wind overshadowed him, taking concrete form 
as it stood over him. Take our powers, become ours…The voice chose one out of the legion that 
most claimed his spirit. 

Paralyzed, he allowed the wind to lift him up, tilting his chin for him to look into the eyes of 
purgatory before he uttered. 

“Y-Yes…” 

Then the contract was complete. 
 
X. The Smile for the Fallen 

Curiosity doomed Eleanor into inserting herself into the throng of servants surrounding the cause 
of that bone chilling scream earlier, and she only found a splatter of reds around a tiny human 
body. A boy, she saw, whose patched old clothes nearly reminded her of memories from the 
previous night before the smell of fresh blood and gore as a breeze picked up tempted her to 
empty the contents of her stomach. 

Before she retched, however, sisterly duties delayed her disgust at the crushed corpse: before 
Sirius could even reach the crowd, his sister took hold of him, dragging him away from the 
scene. 

“A horrible accident…” “What a careless lad…” “Must have fell from the balcony…” 

Among the chaos that the Crisiotas observed from the edge of the door, Eleanor noted Mr. 
LaLauren arriving upon the scene, a profound frown upon his face as he disbanded the servants 
from their collateral panic to rid the house of such a horrendous spectacle. 



Then, perhaps it was the confusion of seeing such a violence that made her imaginative, but she 
thought she saw a slight upward turn upon the corner of his mouth as he took his outer coat to 
cover the body. Still, her more immediate need forced her to run away and drag Sirius until the 
bloodied hand cannot reach out to her. 
 

XI. Uncertainty 

Lucem never minded the uncertainties. Most saw them as the gaps from perfection, hindrances 
that delay one’s plans, but he begged to differ. 

Uncertainties were merely the air which one breathes, the ground which one walks; should it 
reeked of blood or perfume or gore or honey, or should it be paved with carcasses or gold or 
burnt ciders of civilization or marble, their existent is a constant with a factor of hope. 

Such was the heart he held as he watched each of his messengers stumbled into his tent in shame 
and with a negative. “Do not lose heart,” He repeated himself as he lifted the men fallen in 
dejection from the ground, "Do not lose heart." 

The uncertainty towards his older brother's intentions that he left the capital with was wore away 
with the arrival of each denied request for help. How could an emperor expect anything but a 
massacre when he threw a mere troop of five thousand against an enemy nearly twenty times as 
numerous? Lucem really based his judgment of Amzra thinking in terms of the empire's entire 
forces, and the fact that Luctus is not deaf or an idiot bared his ulterior motive: a massacre was 
truly his imperial brother's intention, and Lucem could only sigh at the price being set at five 
thousand lives. 

He left the commander's tent then to inspect his fatigued men in the cover of night, many of them 
at their limits, stretched in their own tents with their swords and wills dulled by the indifference 
of the empire that they were to protect. But, he thanked God at this, the protective spell he casted 
upon the five thousand was still an effective shield in ensuring a mere casualty of less than a 
hundred over the year. Yes, the strain upon him and the ten other casters -- thus why one of the 
casualty was a castor -- were almost unbearable, but Lucem reminded himself that these men 
suffered the indifference in his name. 

Then a bird that Lucem remembered by name swooped down into his desperate inspection with a 
letter, "Zeph," for that was his beloved's winged friend, "what does Morgain have to say this 
time..." He unraveled the paper while the bird rested casually on his shoulder as though to read 
as well.  

Dearest, 



Lucius has been killed in a horrible accident, so the reinforcements would be delayed. Please, 
follow my advice and just retreat with your men: there is nothing worth protecting in this empire 
except of yourself. 

Love until eternity, 

M. 

The hurried script nearly distracted the pain that was his younger brother and his hopeful 
uncertainties' inexplicable demise. The additional weight of the bird upon his shoulder crushed 
him, knocked the breath out of him as he fought the urge to even weep silently. Instead, he 
occupied himself with concerns for the writer's well-being as he felt himself slowly sinking into 
the ground where he saw himself swallowed before sunrise. 

******* 

Morning struck Lucem with a blow of cold as he dreamt of falling, awakening to new pains as 
he, too, was bled dry from exerting himself over the ambitious spell.  

Still, fatigue retreated in the face of the relentless ranks of the Amzra army, whose numbers and 
boisterous spirits became more and more contrasting to their enemy's desperate situation.  

"Do not lose heart," he muttered to himself as the battle unfolded. "Do not lose heart." 

Without further hesitation, Lucem dove into action: metal against metal, metal against flesh, all 
didn't really register as a difference under the screen of crimson. As he drew out his sword from 
the body of a soldier, the boyish face that struck the blood-blackened ground morphed into one 
meant for happier memories. He brushed the thought off along with the thrust of an offensive 
spear, but the screams of his enemies only reminded him of a more feminine cry. Was his 
hallucinations messages or simply his fading conscious? 

“Commander, another army of roughly twenty thousands approaches from the eastern 
mountains!” A colonel rushed in to report, his bloodied face covered in horror. “The banners are 
that of the Kingdom of Sardis.” 

Must I die today? Lucem gulped down curses as he excused the colonel, planning a secure retreat 
in the face of enemy reinforcements. It made sense that the Kingdom of Amzra should be able to 
tempt Sardis into an alliance with their near victory against the empire. With a trembling wave of 
his hand, he extended the flight of the rain of flaming arrows of the Sardis greeting so most 
would fall among the Amzras. The constant throbbing in his chest increased tenfold, knocking 
the air out of him as he attempted to parry another sword. 



His foe was excited by his clear suffering, daring another swing while Lucem used the brute’s 
arrogance to evade and slice his neck. Before the limp body could even hit the ground, Lucem 
doubled over, leaning upon his grounded sword for support. His vision swerved, cold sweat lined 
his brows while his entire body burnt with a roaring ache until he could only breath through 
shuddered gasps. Immediately before him was a corpse of an officer he might have felled, whose 
mask of serenity in death moved to call out. 

Brother....brother.... 

No, Lucius’s blood should not be on his hands...but he was absent to prevent the boy’s 
“accident,” so no denial could wash his hands clean. He tried to scramble back to his feet, but his 
strength abandoned him at the most opportune time. 

“Commander!” 

Ah, his men. A grip pulled him onto his feet, swinging his arms over shoulders and carrying him 
to safety. Then, a loud crash sounded behind them. Lucem had just enough time to note the flash 
of a blade and turn around in a failed attempt to block before it tore a gash across his shoulder to 
abdomen. 

“Ugh…” He bit his lips and managed to struggle out of the arms of his comrades, studying the 
glaive-wielding horseman whose presence only magnified in his doubling vision. 

“Lucem Son of Lychnus, I have orders from the King Sabrias of Amzra to ensure your 
surrender,” the booming voice emphasized the seriousness of his statement with a point of his 
glaive towards the imperial commander that he addressed. 

Lucem’s two men made moves to protect their wounded leader, but he gestured them to back 
down, “What is your name?” He knew not why he cared for honor as he beheld the world 
dwindle with the gradual oozing of blood. 

The horseman spat, “A dead man like you would not need to know.” 

Lucem scoffed, feeling his numbed fingers about the hilt of his blade, “Pity. This dead man 
would have to spend so much time finding your name to haunt you later.” 

At that, the man raised his weapon and galloped towards his opponent, who adopted a casual 
stance and a calm smile that seemed almost delirious in his disadvantage. The powerful, 
downward stroke only split air as the commander evaded the blow, seizing the moment and the 
man’s forward momentum as he returned the gash across the neck of the man’s stead. 

The glaive wielder was skilled enough on horseback to not be thrown off, but the poor animal 
brought down its rider after Lucem severed the tendons of its hind legs while it reared. Enraged, 



the Amzran threw yet another crushing blow against Lucem, who just had enough time to deflect 
the full weight of the hit with his blade. Then, desperate to break their standoff, Lucem’s 
adversary noted the two imperial soldiers now struggling to keep the sea of opponents rising to 
crush them with their occupied commander. Knowing the protective nature and the limits of the 
imperial commander, the Amzran drew tongues of flames from the remnants of the Sardis arrows 
and flung them at the soldiers. 

Lucem summoned the last energy he did not know himself to be in possession of to return the 
fire to its castor, though the Amzran managed to part the burning cloud with the sheer power of 
his glaive. Seized with a fit of coughing that drew blood by the mouthfuls, Lucem dropped to his 
knees and watched the slow approach of the Amzran. 

“Give in,” The multitude of corpses chimed in a single voice. “Join me.” 

The soft whispers of demise seduced with its sweet breath of remembrances, but Lucem knew he 
did not have the right to enjoy death just yet. As the Amzran was just five steps away, Lucem 
wounded his grip about his blade again, surprising his relaxed opponent as he shoved himself 
away from the earth muddied with blood and gave a wide upward cut immediately followed in 
the same swift motion a downward strike to decapitate. At last, the Amzran fell. 

Lucem did not even have time to exhale before, he too, crumbled into the tar of earth and gore 
and became numb even to the anguish calls of his comrades. 
 

XII. The Servant’s Tale 

Eleanor finally found Cephas on Tuesday, when he returned to his post of arranging trivial 
affairs as though the night or the accident with the boy never occurred. He continued to avoid her 
attention and her many questions with petty excuses or well-timed demands from Mr. LaLauren. 
So, she was left in a daze of the upset happenings of the mansion, keeping a paranoid eye upon 
all that she observed.Then an event meeting her paranoia unfolded. 

It was Thursday morning when Mr. LaLauren had just set out for town, and when Eleanor finally 
gave into Sirius’s relentless requests for her to go to a creek on the edge of the grounds with him. 
She got dressed in the lighter gowns fit for the exercise and was wrestling her hair into a bun 
when her brother knocked and entered without seeking her permission. Assuming that he was 
merely bursting with the usual boyish excitement, she reached out to calm him down but only to 
find him hanging by the door sick with fear. 

“Sirius, what happened?!” 

“Ce-Cephas is not well!” The boy attempted to explain as he led her sister to his room. “I was 
just asking him if he had seen my jacket then he suddenly collapsed…” 



When Eleanor got to the room, she found Cephas on his knees leaning against the arm of a chair 
in a desperate attempt to stand.  

“Cephas!” She called, rushing to his side. “What on earth happened? Are you alright?” 

“Oh...Lady Eleanor,” He acknowledged her with difficulty, squinting just slightly as though the 
proximity of her existence to him remained a mystery to him. “I’m…I’m...” 

She noted his deathly paleness and the burning heat of his hands as she attempted to recall him 
from his stupor, but he merely uttered incomprehensibly before falling forward against Eleanor’s 
shoulder, losing consciousness.  

“Go call the head servant,” Eleanor ordered her brother along, and it wasn’t until the boy shut the 
door that she realized her cluelessness as she held Cephas. 

Initially, she checked if he was still breathing, and the slight puffs of hot breaths brushing her 
neck relieved her. But, after that examination, she was not sure what she was supposed to do. 
She wasn’t even sure how improper it would be for her to just continue holding him like so. 
After some thoughts, she decided to move him to her brother’s bed, and with a mighty struggle 
she managed to accomplish so. Then, recalling Elliot’s procedures once when reviving a faint 
servant, she loosened Cephas’s collar and sleeves after much contemplation. Though before she 
could be flustered, she was alarmed to find cloth...no, a corner of fresh bandages exposed with 
his lowered collar. She quickly undid the buttons of his shirt to find that the cloth wrapped about 
shoulder and his side, the latter part stained with a dull scarlet. Could it be the strange voice that 
led him away that night? It was as she postulated the possible origins of such wounds that she 
noticed the numerous stretches and irregular lines of skin covering his body, pale and smooth 
and told of infinite suffering. How did he have so many scars...In fact, the numbers of the marks 
made it difficult to notice as it nearly completely covered his entire being like a discolored 
patchwork upon a broken doll. 

Before she could make up the courage to exchange the bandages, Sirius returned with the head 
servant, whose greying brows knitted together even more severely as he entered the scene, “Oh, 
Cephas…” In a scramble the Crisiotas were both shut out of the room after the head servant 
fetched another helper, leaving the two hanging under the cloud of concerned contemplation and 
prayer until he emerged from the room, his hands freshly cleaned of blood. 

Eleanor had enough of silence and demanded, “What on earth happened to him?” 

The head servant was going to excuse himself on the basis of the Master’s orders, but found a 
burning emotion within the Lady’s eyes that spoke of dangerous resorts if left unanswered once 
more and had compassion for the poor soul he just tended to, so he decided, “This household is 
not what you think it seems, Lady Eleanor.” 



That was really a given understanding what the Crisiotas experienced in merely a week, though 
Eleanor sensed more confessions as she prompted the servant to go on. 

“I...I really don’t know much of it myself, since I had just been employed not long before your 
arrival, but at nights” -- he paused to look about the hallway as though the nightly horrors were 
to befall him if he spoke -- “...at nights, there are these...spirits.” 

Eleanor felt a tug upon her dress from her brother. 

The servant continued, “At first, I only heard their cries and thought it was some cruel jokes 
from some of the children that stayed upon these grounds, so I decided to use a light and 
investigate.” He gulped as though the memory of the night itself was unbearable. “Then I saw 
them, human but deformed in the most monstrous ways: they rushed at me and I accidentally 
dropped and extinguished the light, then they just started speaking in a low growl...more like 
chanting in a tongue that I did not know of...I don’t remember much since I passed out from 
sheer fright, my old heart could not possibly sustain me…” 

“Then, Cephas confronted me the very next day with a warning to not leave my room after 
midnight, and I followed suit until one day…just last week I believe, when I heard the low 
growls drawing closer to my door...instead of following Cephas’s advice, I allowed a crack to 
spy upon the procession, only to find Cephas in their claws and being dragged across the 
floor…” 

Now having realized the servant described the same event that she remembered, her remorse for 
having abandoned Cephas to such a terrible evil spirit (or whatever the monster is) rose along 
with her hairs. 

“...Of course I thought I had to give chase, perhaps having been woken up in a daze impaired my 
judgement as I followed them, only to find them leading to a flight of stairs that never came to 
my attention before leading down into a spiral. I lost sight of them after the end of the stairs, 
which led to a strange maze of darkness and the most horrific stench that forced me to abandon 
my mission…Then I scrambled blindly in the darkness to return to my room, but just before I left 
the hallway, I saw my Master turning the corner and descending down the stairs. I was too 
disturbed and was coming to my senses of the horrors of what was happening to dare to 
follow…” 

The mystery only seemed to coil together tighter along with the servant’s brows as he told his 
story. 

“Then Cephas was missing for the following days, and I tried retracing my steps that I took that 
night to find the stairway...but...it was vanished…” 

Eleanor found herself skeptical of such a fantastic tale, and drew from it the conclusion that at 
least Cephas should have a better explanation for the strange happenings of the LaLauren 



Mansion. Eager for this answer lest a delay should further endanger her brother and herself, 
Eleanor asked to keep watch over the injured man with what she told herself as a pretense of 
affection, which was enough to convince the head servant. 

As she went to the bedside, Cephas had adopted a much deeper breath in his slumber, which was 
only interrupted by rare feverish stirrings. She took a hand in hers as though the contact and the 
faint pulse could beat out a confession that would solve her worries and, above all, hopes for the 
survival of the object of her supposedly childish love. 
 
XIII. The Visitation 

The conditions of the army were not nearly as horrible as Luctus had envisioned: yes, many were 
wounded while others muddied from burying their dead, but the grimes of war and worries had 
long been cleaned, polished to allow the prevalence of determination and, once the Emperor was 
out of sight, disdain for Luctus's belated presence. He pretended oblivion to the glares beneath 
low bows as he arrived upon his destination at the commander’s tent accompanied by his 
squadron of guards.  

A general stood at the mouth of the tent to meet him, explaining with firm humility that he was 
given instruction to not allow anyone enter for the sake of the Commander's health. 

Luctus arched an eyebrow at the idea that he should not be exempted from the prohibition, 
"Then, may I ask whose instructions are these that should bar me from seeing my own brother?" 

"The Grand Priestess, Your Excellency." 

Ah, so she arrived before him. Luctus clicked his tongue, more weary of the mask of brotherly 
affection than the days of commute from the capital to the edge of the empire, "Must I take leave 
without a more certain promise of his health?" 

"...Your humble servant dare not defy the Priestess's orders, Your Excellency." 

Luctus scoffed, "Then, are you inclined to defy mine?"  

The conflict of loyalty with fear was delightful to watch; it was reminiscent of the way splattered 
blots of ink reached out in microscopic tendrils to taint the silken papers until plain brown 
became a dark, sloppy mess. The general did not resembled a mess, however, though Luctus 
noted the bead of cold sweat upon the general's brow before a gauntleted hand wiped it away. 

"No, absolutely not, Your Excellency," He gestured for forgiveness before adding. "If Your 
Excellency deem him worthy, your lowly servant can take word." 

Luctus scoffed, "Fine. Merely inform of my presence, then." 



The general entered the tent, giving Luctus just enough time to give up on scrutinizing his 
muddied robe as the former returned meaning for the Emperor to enter. Luctus was first struck 
by a solid wall of herbal scents then by the modesty of the set up: a desk that screamed simplicity 
but not poverty covered in strategies, a lantern, two small chests set against a plain divider 
behind which the Commander rested. 

Propped up by a few cushions and a propensity to hide pain and disdain with formality, Lucem 
appeared before his older brother on his bedding, seemingly unchanged since their last meeting 
saved for a much clearer shadow in the angles of his features. He made a clear attempt to get up 
and bow, but Luctus excused the effort with a slight wave of the hand. In a far corner of the tent 
obscured by an enclosure of canvas, the dull scraping of stone pestle against mortar accompanied 
by occasional rustle of movement announced the Grand Priestess's occupation. Curious, that the 
general seemed to have only conferred with his Commander, Luctus contemplated as he seated 
himself upon a convenient stool. Or perhaps she was resolved to avoid him. 

"Your useless servant had unnecessarily troubled and failed Your Excellency," Lucem began. 
"If..." 

"Oh Lucem," Luctus interrupted the apologetic outburst. "I am merely glad to see that you are 
recovering so well: the thought of losing another brother is simply...unbearable." 

Before Lucem could offer any inquiry disguised as brotherly consolation, a crash of porcelain 
against the hard earth intruded along with a string of muttered apologies from Morgain, who 
hurried to pick up the pieces left of a bowl of medicine. 

"It's fine, Mor, don't cut your fingers, now..." Despite Lucem's chiding, the Priestess already 
wrapped up the broken pieces in a handkerchief. 

After disposing the small package in what Luctus presumed to be her own luggage, Morgain 
made for shelter in her canvas square, though changed her trajectory to keep a closer watch upon 
her beloved against their adversary, seating herself on his other side and as far from Luctus as 
politely possible. 

"Rest assured, I would not allow you to lose a brother so easily," The extreme bitterness of her 
address alarmed Lucem as he found it too unrestrained from her usual calm to be purely anger 
for Luctus’s purposeful delays; Morgain, on the other hand, noticed and decided to add a "Your 
Excellency" that merely approached to sarcasm. 

Luctus scoffed inwardly and opened his mouth to speak, but he was surprised by an icey grip 
upon his heart that made him stumble instead, "I suppose it was improper of me to intrude: I 
shall bother you no more now, Lucem, be well." With that, Luctus exited the tent wondering why 
Lucem's ignorance towards his sin against Morgain relieved him so: that fool has nothing. In 
fact, he could have killed him right there just now.  



Yet, it was as though the glares of the Priestess, the general, the rows of soldiers, the ministers in 
the capital...hidden disdain thrusted upon him cuffed his hands, and any faulty pull against the 
chains would birth a spark to revolution that would burn him alive. 

Meanwhile, Luctus's fears solidified the second he left the Commander's quarters as Lucem 
allowed himself to sink back into his cushions with a sigh of relief, but remembering to seize his 
lover's hand before she was rushing back to her medicines, "Morgain." 

The warmth of his hand and the soft whisper with which he uttered her name froze her with 
dreams of a better time, "Please...don't touch me." She broke remembrances as she snatched her 
hand out of Lucem's. 

"Are you...hurt? What's wrong?" 

"I am" -- the despair with which her love searched for the source of her pains cracked the last 
word to the lie -- "fi-fine..." Anguished tears assaulted her, and she turned her back to him in a 
fruitless attempt to hide. 

"Mor, please...who wronged you?" Lucem answered the question as Morgain remained silent in 
her sorrows. "What have Luctus done?" 

Finally, with a long sigh, Morgain made the resolve for her confession, "I-I was going to t–tell 
you after you are better..." Then truth flowed forth, of first the true nature of Lucius's death and 
then of the negotiation and the poisoning and...and... 

Morgain watched in silent horror blank despair settling over Lucem’s features as he clenched and 
unclenched his fist as though to see if the strings of fate would finally break. Then he tore his 
gaze away from her and fixed his eyes upon the earth instead. 

“Lucem...” 

“I am sorry, Mor,” He started. “I am sorry...I didn’t think...I was not there for you when you 
needed me most...Please forgive me, it's all my fault…” 

She merely denied his self blame with a firm shake of her head before fresh tears washed her 
cheeks anew, sorrow and fear joined by a splinter of relief. For the first time ever since the day 
she exerted all of her powers to forget, she allowed herself to not flinch away from her love’s 
outstretched hand; she knew from his diverted gaze the agony of powerlessness and remorse 
amplified by his tendency to protect those he loves. So, his suffering temporarily distracted her 
from her own, prompting her to lift herself out of darkness and into the security of his arms. 



As his beloved wept noiselessly into his chest, Lucem rested his chin upon her head as he 
squeezed his eyes shut: despite her mutters of forgiveness, cold tendrils gradually wrapped 
themselves about his heart and wrung it dry. 

Had I been there with her, had I been more capable so she did not have to beg for aid on my 
behalf, had I been able to swallow my pride and fears and merely retreat or surrender… 

“Lucem,” She quieted his rambling thoughts, drawing just enough out of his embrace to cup his 
face and catch his gaze. “Love, please…we cannot afford to think like that…” 

He agreed by placing his hand upon hers, sighing at the intrinsic burdens of remorse and into the 
contact as his fellow sufferer pressed herself into him, stealing the apologies from his lips by 
locking the latter with her own. Once again, he squeezed his eyes shut, allowing himself to 
indulge within his Priestess’s desires and without another string of hesitant guilt. 

Just for the instance. 
 

XIV. Shadowed 

It was the longest morning Eleanor had ever spent in her life so far. As she sat watch over 
Cephas, her fears of startling him from his rest barred her leaving her eyes upon him for more 
than a glimpse. She got up to draw the curtains against the gradually unbearable heat of the 
sunlight, alphabetized books upon a stout bookshelf, and whenever Cephas should stir, rearrange 
carefully his cushions or blankets or wipe the beads of cold sweat upon his brows with a 
handkerchief she soaked in a cold basin of water.Still she was idle. So idle that she was nearly 
asleep when Cephas came about. She forced herself out of a doze when his unfocused vision 
studied his surroundings, became startled by the relative foreignness but relaxed as he found her 
seated by the bedside. 

“Eleanor...what…” 

“Are you feeling alright, Cephas, I was so scared since you fainted and you had these wounds 
and...I...?” Ah, of course, she turned away from her own idiocy and ineloquence. 

“Fainted?” Eleanor did not have to see his face to know that he was frowning, searching for a 
memory to cooperate with her story. “...Sorry for the trouble…and thank you...” 

“You're welcome.” 

Then silence fell between them, and Eleanor was reminded of her original attention of extracting 
a more believable version of the night’s events and the general state of this insane household, 
“...Cephas?” 



“Yes?” 

“Will you please tell me what is going on? What happened that night?” 

“...”, He turned his eyes to stare at the foot of the bed . “Lady Eleanor, I am sorry for having 
placed both you and the young baron in danger; I was...too afraid to defy the Master…but as 
things had come to this point, it is only fair that I tell you the truth.” 

“Mr. LaLauren is dead, killed by the man who claims to be him now, Lady Eleanor, who you are 
acquainted with is but a fraud who was sent here to win you and your brother’s trust...the 
carriage driver was bribed and the two of you were brought here instead of the true LaLauren 
Mansion. The man...he’s a sorcerer of sorts...well-versed in the dark arts...or perhaps the Devil 
himself. That night...it was but a normal patrol, his minions searching for stray food in those who 
might have a chance at overhearing unspeakable things...but this household itself...have you not 
notice yet?” 

“...no…” 

“Well, the truth is, this household is not of this world as everyone is but a conjured spirit or 
minions of hell or relics of the bygones…” 

Eleanor had to stop him there, “...How is that possible? Does that include the head servant and 
those children that were with you?” She hesitated before adding. “And...yourself?” 

“The head servant...is but a shapeshifter, prone to forgetful episodes that are 
arguablydelusional...the children? They are human…almost like feeds for the Master’s 
monstrous appetite for horrific acts...of...of...” 

Cephas suddenly stopped and shoved her impending questions aside. 

“The Master came back...” A look of perturbed horror recalled buried memories within Eleanor’s 
confused mind while wild eyes stared at the hands of a clock upon the wall. “Strangely early 
today...oh, he knows...damn that fool!” In a scramble, he managed to get up and dressed, though 
not without Eleanor’s aid as the ground clearly swayed beneath his feet as he stood up and his 
body protested against the exercise. 

“Did your master do this to you?” Cephas did not seem to even heed her question in his panic, so 
Eleanor proceeded to repeat herself. “Did--” 

He merely nodded before managing on his own to the door, where he found brief refuge against 
the frame, “Lady Eleanor, you must leave this premise at this instant; please go and--” 



For the second time since her stay upon the mansion, a scream tore through the grounds. The 
pure screech of distilled horror came from the direction of the park and right through Eleanor’s 
heart. 

“Sirius!” 

She was so glad that she did not change out of her relatively comfortable outfit as she ran for the 
park, descending stairs and leaving Cephas’s call of caution behind as she burst into the open, at 
a loss of where exactly the voice came from. 

“Si-sister!” The voice, shrill with anguish, pulled her into the woods. 

“Sirius!” She stopped, scanning over the bushes and fallen leaves and branches that seemed to 
reach lower than before for the mere glimpse of her brother.  

She strained her ears. Every stirring out of the corner of her eyes made her snap, every rustle of 
leaves or her paranoia made her cry out her brother’s name, every movement, every little 
flutter… 

Then she saw it, a tall shadow darkened by the black trunks and the cover of the dense leaves and 
branches, inching forward down a path of its own. Eleanor narrowed her eyes and was horrified 
by the sight that met her: the form, deceptively human, had appendages fixed at strange angles 
that would have upset the creature’s balance had it not been gliding. Immediately, she took cover 
in one of the neighboring bushes, staring through the gaps between the reaches of the 
undergrowth. She wasn't sure how much time elapsed when her pulse gradually stopped racing, 
while nature released the breath that Eleanor did not notice it was holding; birds and insects went 
back to their playful chirps while amphibians their panicked croaks. She began to wonder if she 
saw wrong, and that the shadow was merely a materialization of her fears; then she, too, released 
a breath that she did not know she was holding.  

The second she exhaled, deathly silence fell upon her surroundings as though the voices of 
nature were but a candlelight extinguished by her very breath. Before she could react, a shadow 
was casted over her and, somehow, seized her by her arms and pulled her out of her refuge. 

She fought, kicked, may have attempted to bite, but was frozen in place at the sight of her 
assailant: she assumed she beheld its face, which was clearly human in the making, but...twisted 
by stretches of scars of cuts or burns and hallowed by its perpetual widened expression as though 
frozen in time of a blood-curdling scream. A discord of teeth seemingly sharpened by broken 
edges distracted her temporarily from the deep scarlet veins running across the lifeless eye within 
the only intact eye socket, skin stretched thin against a skull made uneven by a blow that crushed 
the other eye with broken bones and gore. Eleanor wanted to scream, but the creature strangled 
her with its mere presence: a cold seized her very being, so cold that it burnt. 



As the clutch increased its strength to unbearable proportions, Eleanor thought she heard her 
name before the world dwindled into darkness. 
 

XV. Extinguished 

Luctus was not disappointed...no, no, no, for it was quite the opposite. Time only solidified his 
plots, tangling the lines into unexpected turns that formed perfections that he did not imagine fate 
would allow him to concoct. 

Yes, Lucem did not die with Amzra’s puny war: he even went on to fulfill his betrothment in a 
ceremony modest enough to pass for a well-off commoner’s. Quite fitting. 

Ah, how he digressed. Each day passed as a reminder of his contract: it took very little time for 
him to get used to the plane of understanding that he knew not existed before. The human voices 
of idle, foolish thoughts laid exposed to him, only to make parody of the intricacies of polite 
pretenses his vessels donn in his presence. And oh, the ungodly powers that put the common 
minds at his disposal. For they are all so simple, bending to his will as simply as a flip of a palm. 

Yet he sought not the merely common minds. Among the murmur of existence he found her, 
closer to the light when he last saw her. 

Still, not far enough for her to be safe from him: she changed, she was distracted and softened by 
love and naive enough to think he repented when he named his worthy brother the new King of 
Amzra. She had fallen out of touch with the powers of her spirits as her priesthood now vie for 
her attention, competing against her new crown, her husband and… 

...still unbeknownst to the second-mentioned, their child. 

The existence of the thing disgusted Luctus as he proceeded to exert his influence over Morgain's 
mind. But no matter, it would be no concern to him soon enough. 

Anyway, he would like to continue the spilled ink metaphor from a couple of chapters before, for 
the dark tendrils of his shadows shrouded her conscience, and before she noticed she was already 
doomed to the realms of her distant nightmares. And, so it unfolded, as he saw through her eyes. 

It was already fairly late into the night. She was at the foot of the bed, attempting fruitlessly to 
make creases in the silken sheets as she waited for words to formulate the confession that she 
had been concocting for days. Lucem was supposedly attending to some correspondences at his 
writing desk that she turned her back to, though in truth, he studied her from the corner of his 
eyes as her aura of excitement wrapped in indecision infected him. 



Fine, Luctus thought that his plans would only be made more delectable if he allowed this 
announcement, so he did. 

“What’s wrong?” Lucem finally ventured, resting his pen upon its respectful perch and turning to 
face her. 

“...Oh, nothing,” She returned his gaze with a slight smile and another urging for him to rest. 
“Do we not have an appointment early morning tomorrow? If I remember correctly, with 
the…their names escape me...” 

“...Lord and Lady Leuri, you mean.” 

“Right.” 

Then for a moment they agreed without speaking to notice the moonlight spilled upon the marble 
floors through the opened windows, curtains flirting in slight winds with occasional flourishes. 

Morgain interrupted the perfect silence with a sneeze, a cue for Lucem to draw the windows shut 
and himself to her, “So, you can't tell me what is troubling your mind?” 

Sinking into his warmth, Morgain whined, “It’s not troubling…but there was an element of 
surprise that I originally envisioned but cannot seem to apply in telling you.” 

“Don't tease me now.” 

She chuckled and leaned in to whisper by his ear. He sat back slightly, blinking several times and 
his mouth opened to utter his unbelief and happiness but lost the words in sheer joy. He ran a 
hand through his hair, asking her for what he thought was the second, though really was the 
third, to reassure that he did not mishear, went on to give her a tight embrace and a rare show of 
excitement that only seemed exaggerated and childish to Luctus. 

Luctus thought he had waited long enough, and the wider his silly brother’s smile became, the 
more impatient he grew. The timing was perfect, too, as Morgain’s happy mind had a flicker of a 
shadow as her husband’s helplessly boyish grin accentuated the uncanny resemblance between 
him and a beloved youth long gone, resurrected briefly to make her glower in reminders of 
remorse. So slowly she sank, dragged down into the grounds with the contemplated 
hypotheticals that she imagined to have saved Lucius’s life until she became entangled under her 
own damnation and ultimately, Luctus’s control. 

Lucem, of course, noticed the unspeakable sorrows that weighed down the corners of his 
beloved’s smile and attempted to soothe her as the object of her sudden misery was mostly 
understood. She reciprocated by getting up from her seat upon the bed, pacing across side the 



bed until she paused at the writing desk, a hand upon the wooden table as her shoulders dropped 
in a deep sigh. 

“Mor,” The bed made a slight creak as he left it. “You cannot blame yourself for someone else's 
sins.” 

He wrapped his arms about her from behind, lulling her to stop her unnecessary self blame with 
gentle whispers that brushed against the shell of her ear. Morgain turned about to bury her face 
into his chest to hide her distress. As he planted a soft kiss upon her forehead, he was ambushed 
by a sharp pang about his heart that left him breathless. 

“...what...Mor…?” 

Instinctively he attempted to push her away, though another sting tore through his gut before he 
succeeded, stumbling and falling as he tried to back away, pained and confused. He panted, a 
tremorous hand pressed against his wounds while the other grasped and bloodied the edge of the 
bed that he backed into, unable to lift himself from the cold marble floor. 

“...Lo-love?” 

Oh, how Luctus savored the moment the dim glint of silver that caught a sliver of the quivering 
candlelight extinguished the reflected lights as it was buried into that bastard’s flesh with slick, 
sickening sound. How poetic, that he should be able to end his adversary’s life with his very own 
lover. 

Luctus raised the blade again, now red to its hilt, though it never delivered its final blow as it 
found itself lodged into Morgain’s other hand. Luctus was thoroughly confused, but the 
unexpected agony seemed to have distracted him enough to allow the voice that stopped the 
weapon from its original trajectory to amplify, growing louder and louder until Luctus realized 
that he is no longer completely in control of her conscious. Very well, he thought, he had done 
what he wanted. So, he left her to reap the fruits of her weakness. 

She came about to her beloved’s gasps for breath, her hand still wounded about the blade 
responsible for the deed, “Lucem!” She threw the penknife aside and herself to his side, and she 
felt as though she stabbed herself in the heart instead of her hand when she saw that he flinched 
against her presence as he rightfully expected her to deliver more harm. 

“No…I am so-sorry...” Her voice was as fragile as his form, which only then relaxed into her 
arms as she cradled him in utter despair, his increasingly numbed senses unable to realize the 
tears that fell upon his cheeks. “Oh, Lucem, Lucem…” 

The wounds were too deep, so no enchantment can undo what Luctus had done. 



What she had done. 

She stifled her cry. For a brief moment, his eyes seemed to have met hers and saw the clear 
depths that he loved getting lost in, his lips opened to verbalize forgiveness and understanding 
but the words ran out of time and gave way to a shuddering sigh. 

“...Lucem…?” 

His heavy eyelids fluttered shut and he dreamt. 
 

XVI. Tenebrism 

She was jolted awake in utter darkness at a grip on her shoulder, and before she could scream, a 
voice soothed her nerves. 

"Shh...it's me," Cephas’s whisper against her ear as he worked on the chains about her limbs. "Be 
still now." 

Are they in the dark dungeon the head servant described? She was disrupted from that thought as 
the smell of decay made her gag. Yet, she was too scared to hurry Cephas in his work. 

"Are you alright?" He freed one of her hand and felt for the other, allowing her to feel for the 
first time how sore yet numbed she was.  

"Yes, thank you." 

He did not speak again until she was freed and lifted to her feet, "Can you walk?" 

She wanted to give an affirmative, but her legs melted and she leaned heavily against him. 

He apologized and swept her off of her feet. For a split second, Eleanor indulged in the safety of 
being carried, her head, heavy with worries in the putrid atmosphere, rested against his shoulder. 
Then she remembered Sirius and the face of the beast, a cold grip upon her heart that made her 
shiver. 

“Don’t worry, your brother is safe,” Cephas whispered as they passed a torch, flickering flames 
indecisive about whether if it should provide more shadow or light. 

“Thank you,” she sighed, unwilling to think too much of the bizarre phenomenons that haunted 
her stay, and whether if the situation would necessitate her power. 



The thought made the weight of her head all the more unbearable. 

Then they passed wooden skeletons of the building and winding passages, though they snapped 
to a stop as they turned a corridor, and Cephas ducked back to the cover of the turn and cursed, 
“He’s here.” 

She heard the approaching footsteps, too, clacks the pace of an unlikely leisurely stroll in a 
rotting prison, “Is there not another exit?” His silence answered her, and her hands clamped 
tighter upon the crook of his neck. 

She noticed that, he too, was trembling despite his best efforts to hide it. 

Eventually, he decided to retrace their steps to distance themselves from their doom. The slow 
pace of the footsteps did not stop it from growing louder, closer, and when Eleanor dared to look 
back over Cephas’s shoulder, she nearly expected LaLauren directly behind them. Instead, she 
faced a solid wall of darkness, the torches finally decided to succumb to the shadows. They raced 
against the devouring abyss, blades of cold winds massacring each indecisive lights they passed. 

They reached the door of her cell at the end of the hall, and the footsteps also stopped. 

Cephas set her back to the ground as per her request as their flight was terminated, and she 
strained to keep her sluggish head afloat. 

And as though to thwart her attempt, the abyss consumed them, the last light extinguished and 
giving in to the complete gloom. She sought for Cephas’s hand and found it, warm against the 
wintry uncertainty. She relied upon her companion’s arm in her blind horror. 

“Do you dare to defy me again, Cephas?” A question spoke direction into existence. “Has this 
lass infected you with her idiocy?” 

The questions were followed by a blast of cold air that knocked Eleanor off of her feet and 
robbed her of her only sense of safety, “Cephas!” 

A strong grip answered, overpowering her struggles and shackling her to a wall, “I should deal 
with you later, Eleanor, there are still use of you yet.” She could hardly draw the connection 
between the harsh tone with the same that comforted her heart crossed in love merely days 
before. 

LaLauren went on to address his rebellious servant. “Cephas, did I not warn you?” Eleanor 
pulled against her restraints with all her might, though the effort only made her breathlessly 
desperate. “What did I say? ‘If you dare to help the two, I will make sure you can’t play your 
violin again.’ It seems that you do not value your crafts as much as I imagined.” 



There was a sound of a scuffle that ended with a dull thud followed by scattered crunches 
inspiring an agonized scream. 

“Cephas!” The cuffs torn the skin of her wrists with its gritty surface as she pulled too hard 
against it. Her blindness in the dark somehow managed to worsen with her indignant tears, and 
she could only make out his soft pants that sounded impossibly far away. 

Then the voice startled her with its sudden proximity, so close as though she could spit into its 
owner’s face if she dared, “Now, now, Eleanor, promise to tell me several things so no one needs 
to be harmed...more than they are now.” 

“Wh-what on earth do you want to know? What are you?” 

“I only asked you to answer, Eleanor.” 

“What d-do you want to know?” 

“Where is the seal?” 

Her heart skipped a beat, “I don't know.” 

“Are you sure?” 

“I really never heard of--” 

The multitude of joints being crushed as LaLauren repeated his destruction upon the violinist’s 
left hand was the harbinger to another cry, though this time partly muffled by gritted teeth and 
bloodied lips. 

“No!” 

“I don't enjoy repeating myself, Eleanor.” 

The seal, he must mean the seal. But who was she to tell an enemy, defying her mother’s 
warning at the expense of a servant she met less than a month ago? Before her in the darkness 
her mother’s stern form materialized beside...him. She made a decision, the right one, yet there 
was a bitter taste in her mouth. 

“I-I will tell...please don't hurt him anymore…” 



“Oh?” A gloved hand took her by the chin and tilted her face up to look at more uniform 
darkness, though she froze as the cruel gaze of the monster need not be seen to be felt. “Pray tell, 
then.” 

That second, she dared and spat at him. Consequently, a blow fell heavy across her face, her 
teeth collided with the insides of her cheek and washed away bitter guilt with the salty iron of 
blood. 

“Your foolishness blinds me from any reasons for sparing you, Eleanor, ” Before she could 
argue, a grip seized her throat and wrung the breath out of her. 

She wheezed, kicked, and strained against her shackles until blood trickled down her arms, still 
she could not even gain a gasp of air as her eyes blurred and she mistook the light from a revived 
torch for an ethereal entrance until the grip suddenly released her. 

Her face would have planted into the cold stone floors had it not been her chains, though the 
sharp pain by which her weight relied upon her inflamed wrists made her wince. Retching and 
coughing, Eleanor made out the outlines of Cephas’s frame, creases in his shirt intensified by the 
beacon in his unscathed hand. LaLauren’s features were sharpened by the torch and scorn as he 
examined an injury upon his forearm, a scorched patch presumably authored by Cephas. 

“Now, now, Cephas,” LaLauren smiled. “Was poor James not enough?” 

“No...no more of this...please…” The light wavered. 

“You seemed confused, Eleanor, I don’t blame you,” She hated the notion that the man 
addressed her directly to the point that she hated her name, but that only prompted him to 
continue. “Should I tell you how your Cephas killed poor little Jimmy, and how the boy fell to 
his miserable end? Did you already forget, Eleanor?” 

“Don’t listen to him!” 

“And your immediate denial only strengthen my words...how could you, Cephas, the boy looked 
up to you so much.” 

“...No...stop…” Cephas made the ruinous mistake of allowing a split second of neglect derived 
from guilt, which LaLauren seized to his advantage; stepping forward and dodging a haphazard 
strike from Cephas, his fist colliding against an old wound, splitting it while he drew out a blade, 
sinking it between his ribs. 

“Cephas!” 



The lamp met the floor as LaLauren drew out the dagger, watching with suppressed delight as 
Cephas groveled to pain and blood loss, winded and broken too many times. He gasped, groaned, 
his lids heavy and half closed against increasingly vacant eyes as though to invite death. The 
monster stooped to inspect misery, “Oh, if only you would listen.” 

“Get away from him, you sickly goblin!” Eleanor screamed: I have to do something...I have to 
stop him...the only solution came to her. 

Her ability. 

But, can she afford the cost? 

She looked on, Cephas’s perishing breaths urging her forward. She ran her tongue over the 
bleeding in her mouth, squeezing her eyes shut as she unleashed her power, her consciousness 
diving into the chasm of mystery and evil that is “LaLauren.” 
 

XVII. The Best of Friends 

Lerim never knew that he was capable of being displeased to see his daughter at the door of his 
humble abode on the less explored shores of the empire until this day, when he found her behind 
a series of frantic knocking borderlining impropriety as they did not cease their assault upon the 
slab of mahogany despite his heeding for his slow arrival. Her unusual rudeness was not the 
subject of the his displeasure, however: it was the way she decided to startle his old heart with a 
look so miserable that he could hardly recognize her, and he was ready to knock the head off of 
that son-in-law of his for permitting (or even causing!) such suffering to befall his dearest. 

“Pa,” she started. 

“Come inside, child, you are stupidly cold.” 

In fact, he suspected that she caught a fever, for even under the grueling sun and the everlasting 
stretch of clear skies, she shivered violently. 

So, she did: the lack of a witty retort tryst Lerim’s heart once more. As her father bolted the door, 
Morgain recollected enough courage to structure her tale from the arrangement of furnitures and 
decor that remained unchanged since childhood, a time when more were playmates than killed or 
killing. 

“Lucem is dead.” 

Lerim thought his own mind must have been too rusted, but dared not to beg her to repeat the 
phrase, “Oh, child…” 



“...I killed him...No, it wasn’t me, it was...Luctus killed him thr-through my hands...that monster 
broke the oath and contracted th-the Fallen with his youngest brother’s blood...w-we didn’t think 
it was possible...” She stretched out her hands before her, examining them as though the lines 
were notes for the narrative she painstakingly constructed during her fare home but was falling 
apart nonetheless. “I...save me, pa, save me…” 

He could only soothe her in his embrace as secrets of unspoken sorrows threatened to tear her 
apart, though the constant reminder of the last bit of hope she now carried in her womb made her 
try to weep, for an agony that makes one tear is not hopeless, while one that makes the victim 
silent and solemn is incurable. He saw and understood. 

“You’ve gone through too much, child,” And yet, he knew there would be more: for if the Fallen 
should be awakened, the entire empire, no, the world, would burn. 

Luckily, he knew what to do, and he relayed his plans to her to comfort: if they were to escape to 
a wholly different dimension, they would be safe from the Fallen. Let this world burn, since 
there existed nothing else to love anyway. She was too fatigued to realize the price of such a 
course of action to argue against it. 

So they carried out the plan. The assembly of materials for the ambitious spell only took four 
days. By then, two news had struck Lerim in his hermit perch; one in much better favor than the 
other. 

First, the flames had consumed the empire and tortured it, for their beloved former prince, 
commander, and King of Amzra was dead, killed in cold blood by the love of his life (a 
surprisingly accurate assumption for gossips). All wept for the tragedy, though more sought to 
dramatize it to taunt youngsters into reevaluating their notions of romance since even the 
symbols of the purest of loves between the handsomest creatures of the empire ended in such 
violence. Of course, after the weeping for broken dreams and idealization came calls for justice, 
to kill the siren in the guise of a Priestess. 

Lerim knew that they had not much time before angry citizens march into the wild to find his 
shelter to demand for his daughter’s execution. 

Second, Lerim also knew that he was to be a grandfather. Morgain could no longer hide her 
nausea from the potions for this spell, and her inexplicable extend of sloth and the increasing 
number of times her hand shot up to massage her temples each day spoke volumes of her 
fertility. He questioned her directly one night after she emptied her stomach of yet another meal 
into a basin, and she admitted a bittersweet congratulation that only strengthened Lerim of his 
will to complete the spell... 

...If only the God Most High wove their lives a happier web. 



By and by the preparation was finished. Lerim wasted a night more to wait for a clearer voice 
from Him, and He affirmed the Old Priest’s purpose. So, Lerim woke his daughter from one of 
her dozes, gathering her pack of essential belongings and gave her one last embrace before he 
began the ritual. She was cheated into thinking that he was going with her, for her inexperience 
did not reckon with the complexity of interdimensional travels: the key component is the human 
spirit, for which was his privilege to provide. Afterall, even his afterlife seemed so insignificant 
next to the survival of his dearest girl. Still, he was selfish… 

By the time the spell took its course and began to vibrate against the surface of reality, Morgain 
realized his intentions. A look of horror overcame her face and broke his heart as she found his 
gaze fixed upon the back of his palm, outstretched to call forth the last stage of the enchantment, 
rising branches of the infinite parallels that divided the worlds now began to divide the father and 
daughter. She yelled at him, cursing his lies and slyness through her tears until the roars of the 
colliding worlds drowned her out, and a safer world took her while he smiled, content that at last, 
the last time he should hear of her can actually resemble the times when she was without a 
worry, teasing him with that sharp tongue of hers as though they were the best of friends. 

Not as though…since they were. 

As sudden as it burst open, the tear in the fabric of existence snapped shut, and Lerim was alone 
in his humble abode once more. He fell to his knees in a prayer he never got up from: there was 
no amen to end it, but merely a silent affirmative as he yielded his spirit. 

Unbeknownst to him was that the rumble in space and time woke the Fallen, and he merely 
tightened his grip upon his contracted to fall deeper into the darkness within. 
 

XVIII. Inferno 

Eleanor sank deeper and deeper into the narrative, the strings of jealousy and obsession weaving 
it all, the coronation, the unfolding of the plots, the rape, the murders with an archaic world of 
wars and sorcery in the backdrop…yet the tapestry was dotted with incoherences where, she 
assumed, the flawed protagonist was so in tune to his inner darkness that it was no longer merely 
within, but rather his very existence. Eventually it all became consumed by the darkness: the 
Fallen ascended a throne again. 

She did not dare to stir the pages of recent years soaked in darkness for fear that she should be 
more affected. So, her hands moved on their own to grasp the tangled strings before her, 
maneuvering this mind twisted by unchecked pride and lust that unthreaded the cloth into a 
discord web of perpetual envy. As she worked she grew infinitely cold, and a legion of voices 
rebuked her; never before had she felt fear so distilled within her entire being, and she quavered 
from her task. 



What do you think you are doing, child? She did not answer, since she knew the voice knew. 
How...brave of you. Many eyes inspected her and sought to see through her being, yet they 
cannot. So, this is a Crisiota. 

At the same time, she searched for her brother and found his mind, sick with worry and 
confusion in his company of the children from that night presumably assigned as his guide by 
Cephas. Sirius, he was pleasantly surprised to hear her voice, though puzzled that it was within 
his head. Sirius, you must listen to me and do as I say...He submitted his absolute attention. 
Now...She explained her haphazard plan and encouraged him, and the little boy merely indicated 
that he understood. 

Oh, such a wonderful sister to have so much faith in her little brother...do you really believe a 
mere lad can control his powers to such precision? She did not permit the voices to disturb her 
original objective as she upset LaLauren’s conscious just briefly enough to stun him with 
haunting visions of nostalgia, and as he grappled with reality and pasts, she returned to herself to 
snatch the fallen torch from dying into embers. Her abused wrists burnt at her negligence as she 
strained to retrieve the torch, reviving the blaze with gentle breaths and without hesitation dashed 
the fire against the closest wooden pillar. 

Flowers of flames blossomed within a blink of the eye: wooden beam cried out as petals ripped 
and multiplied in a violent burgeoning of suffocating heat. 

The Fallen recollected his distraught host and beheld his predicament with unbelieving rage, 
snapping around to face the author of his doom, his eyes wild with wrath. 

“How...dare you.” 

Eleanor remained motionless, returning the glare with feigned serenity while the world around 
her burnt, the creaks and cracks of the wood devolved to cackle walking the edge of sanity. 

In a sudden burst, the deranged man charged at her, the dull glint of a scarlet blade raised. Sirius, 
now! 

The air before her screeched as it tore open, collapsing paradoxes followed the burning beam that 
fell into existence, crushing the Fallen in a mighty crash. Eleanor made out a horrible cry amidst 
the chaos while the wooden cackle amplified, for their victim deserved no sympathy. 

As the dusts and embers began to clear, Eleanor attempted to ignore the smell of seared flesh and 
gathered a voice, thinned and nearly unrecognizable in its plea, “Ce-Cephas...save me…” 

She watched in stupefied horror as the summoned servant staggered to his feet from his feeble 
state, a shaking shadow in the smothering smokes. “Cephas, what are you doing!?” He must have 
been deaf to her as he made his way to his master, who was trapped under the burnt beam from 



the waist down. “Ceph...as...hurry up…” Eleanor thought that Cephas was controlled by the man, 
so she was about to reach out from her conscious again until she saw that he stooped next to the 
Fallen, a dull red glint in his hand as he raised it and brought it down. A slick sound of blade 
against flesh and one last hushed curse later, it was finished. 

Cephas fell backward against the wall, tempted by the whispered promise of a peaceful stupor 
and relief, but Eleanor’s gasps for breath in her slow strangulation by the smokes deprived him 
of any rest. Still, he was chained down by fatigue, the melodic voices accompanying sweet 
visions of death, ever so beautiful. The strain of his last exercise paralyzed him with new pains: 
the fears and uncertainties that drove his survival and numbed his abuses gave way to relief, an 
emotion so longed after that it disappointed him when he got it for once. Relief was hardly strong 
enough to keep him upon his feet, so he half staggered, half dragged himself to her, attempting 
without success to undo her bonds. 

“Cephas…” He had to stop working for he could not even see his own hands beyond blurs, even 
her delicate face and kind eyes became mirages shivering in and out of the shadows and firelight. 

He blinked hard, frowned, but to no effect. 

It was as though she sensed his helplessness as she put a hand upon his. For a split second as he 
looked up he saw clearly into her unspoken lament, and he agreed after he gave another jab at the 
locks with the pick, relenting, at last to the inevitable embrace of death. 

Oh, the irony, that they should be burnt to death by the fire that freed them from their fiery 
demon. 

With a sudden brashness not unprecedented, she drew him into her arms. It was only then, as his 
head slumped against her shoulder, that he noticed that she was shaking, weeping in suppressed 
sobs. What was she but a noble child, horrified by the prospect of her violent end? His sympathy 
held rancor derived from a jealousy for her privileged upbringing, but her words only shamed 
him for even harboring such thoughts. 

“I-I am sorry...I’ve a-associated you with all of th-this…I…” 

He cupped her tear-stained cheeks and brushed the streams aside in silent acquiescence: it was 
not her who associated him, but rather the opposition. He could not imagine that he would end 
this way, that someone should mourn for him, that someone...can he pretend that she loved him? 

He supposed, she would be the first and last to do so anyway. 
 

XIX. Night’s Visitor 



Morgain did not know what to make of this new world, but it was as though the God she nearly 
deemed negligent recompenses: she found that she came to a world not entirely different from 
her home, for it still harbor enough energies within the atmosphere for simple spells, and the 
language was familiar. Another miracle was that she found herself under the wings of a couple 
wealthy enough to care for a stranger they found unconscious on some corner of the road, but not 
affluent enough to patronize. For, as soon as she was well enough she was determined to set out 
against the world, though the woman forcefully insisted for her stay after learning that Morgain 
knew not even a soul in proximity. The woman, who Morgain had come to know as Veronica, 
only found greater justification as she learned that her guest was with child. 

“At least for a year, my dear,” She took her hand gingerly and with a bright smile that drew 
crow’s feet about her excited eyes. “God forbid your stubbornness should harm the child.” 

So, Morgain gave in and attempted to distract herself from memories though to no prevail as she 
spent most nights sleepless, dreading that if she should fall asleep she would see it all again, the 
devil, her father and...Lucem…When sleep eventually conquered her exhausted body, she only 
woke from her stupor covered in cold sweat and painful remembrances. She did not know how 
time passed, or if it passed at all. 

Still, Veronica seemed to pretend oblivion, for which Morgain was thankful, while Veronica’s 
husband did not seem to be too pristine of an observer. And, Morgain eventually recovered a 
patch of home from local herbs similar enough to behave in synonymy with some of the plants 
she knew, returning a fraction of the couple’s goodness on an occasion when she saved Veronica 
from a severe cold with one of her concoctions. From then on, she was revered, despite her 
chagrin, as a gifted apothecary. 

Her development of friendship with Veronica accompanied the growth of her child, and with 
more joy than dread the days crept by much faster now, most of which spent in cultivating her 
mind alongside her little plot of earth. Finding company in the couple, the neighbors, blind 
worms and preying birds, Morgain told herself that she was as blessed and happy as she could 
be. 

******* 

Luctus knew something was wrong. 

Despite the Old Priest’s efforts, it only took him a little over a year to find Morgain within the 
web of existence. Still, he was not able to do much, for that careful woman had measures against 
him, talismans hardly enough to qualify as major hindrances…And there was that inexplicable 
force biased against him, gravitating him away from any proximity to even the park she was 
residing in, repelling him, protecting her… 

...Until a midnight. 



It was as though the spell became undone: Luctus, for the first in a very long time, felt his throat 
ran dry and tasted the unfamiliar gall of dread. What happened? The talismans had lost their 
stings, the unknown force replaced with withdrawn silence...He had to investigate. 

When he arrived upon the grounds, he knew, yet he was unbelieving. 

In the cover of the night he slipped past the small park to the back doors, pausing in his path to 
note a patch of herbs out of its elements, a beacon in the darkness as a distant remembrance of 
laughter at his youngest brother’s propensity to mix up all the names of the herbs worth 
knowing. He always insisted in replacing their names with new ones that altered everyday: 
perhaps he merely fell into the inherent ailment of men with their earliest ancestor doing nothing 
but naming objects? 

Oh Lucius… 

Luctus went on to intrude upon the household, a building so impoverished to the point that there 
were no servants waiting at the door: he merely went past it and ascended a series of stairs. 

Then he found her. 

She was surrounded by the peasant filths claiming to be her friends. The woman knelt by the 
bed, her dirty hands clasped about porcelain ones, her thin shoulders shaking subtly. The man 
stood as though just to obscure Luctus’s vision with his arms crossed. 

Not only were the peasants dumb, they were blind to his presence. As he drew closer to the 
room, he finally saw a glimpse of her face, pale and petrified in its perfect frame of long locks in 
stark contrast against the white sheets and cushions, her full lips parted, her last sigh frozen. 

The man turned around, and Luctus saw then the author of the greatest of all miseries tugged in a 
cocoon of warmth in the man’s arms, fast asleep. At this point, the woman’s sobbing had become 
unbearably annoying, and the man have fully noticed the intruder. He cried out, and demanded 
for him to state his name. The woman took a break from her useless musings to face the stranger, 
sorrows briefly replaced with confusion and fright. Luctus did not think it necessary to declare 
himself, for he rid himself of their company with a simple spell, and they both crumbled to the 
floor in silence. 

Useless, all of them, useless and hypocritical: if they so cared for her life, then why did they not 
find a physician? They were as guilty as the bundled creature, who now coohed softly in protest 
for the disturbance. And, to his greatest surprise, it merely wormed in its wrap, struggling in the 
dead man’s arms without bursting into a mess of slobbering snot. 

Luctus did not know what propelled him, but he stooped and reached out for the child, who did 
not understand and coohed some more, a little hand freed from the bundle to flail favorably at the 



stranger. The same inexplicable motivation prompted him to pick up the little thing, wrenching it 
out of hands’ lingering warmth and bringing it under closer inspection. 

It was merely a week old, maybe less, wrinkly, warm, and...so fragile. He could have easily 
snapped its little neck with a pinch, yet...From the corner of his eyes he once again glanced over 
her shrouded in an ethereal perfection reserved for death. He returned his full attention to the 
infant in his arms. He remembered overhearing her mind as she insisted upon the name even 
when that stupid peasant woman laughed at her...Luctus had to admit that he liked the sound of 
it, too, the way it seemed to play upon optimism. If only he could remember...was it Serin? 
Sarriel?...Oh, it was Soulran. 

With that, he decided. 

And just like how he came in the faithful cover of the night, he left, taking with him the last kin 
to light. 
 

XX. Pretty Trinket 

At this point, Eleanor could not hear anything but the wood breaking in the flames. She 
attempted to reach out to Sirius, but cannot: not a thing was valuable enough to strike another 
deal, the voice was not tempted after taking decades of her lifetime when she used her power 
earlier. She remembered that she was still holding Cephas, his paling face resting against her 
shoulder, eyes struggling to not yield against the weights death placed upon his lids. 

Then she felt it, a searing heat right below the midst of her collarbone. She winced, a hand 
shooting to the irritated area to find a forgotten trinket: she drew out the pendant from its chain, 
the jadeite seemingly innocent of any peculiarity until she laid it in her hand, when its unusual 
warmth gave her an illusion of the stone smoldering like the world about her. 

She was about to drop the pendant when Cephas unexpectedly placed a hand against hers in 
holding it. Then all the sudden, the heat died out to be replaced with a relieving coolness that 
increased in intensity until it became altogether bitingly cold. 

“Cephas…?” 

A cool breath, so wintry in comparison to the fires around them encased the two, and Eleanor 
could not help but shiver at the sudden change. The sigh of air took up vigor and circled, 
spinning and twisting until it howled, forming a cocoon that withstood even when the wooden 
complex gave way to the inferno. 

Among the chaos, Eleanor found herself wondering again: it wasn’t her power but something 
grander, that took hold of her consciousness and drew her into yet another memory. 



XXI. The Monster 

Soulran wasn’t sure what to make of his childhood. It was almost like a yam, the rotten kinds, 
where parts were still edible but some green with mould: the lack of unity in it made it all the 
more miserable since there was the hope that it could have been perfect, but it’s still thrown 
away. 

Soulran wasn’t thrown away, though. In fact, there were a lot of happy times, like when father 
gave him a pretty ring after Her Majesty slapped him for accidentally calling her “mother.” Or, 
how his father always made time for him, telling him stories and making him almost feel like he 
was more important than the empire. 

But, Soulran doesn’t like to bother his father since he’s still busy. Plus he would never explain 
who his mother is (or why Her Majesty is always so crossed and wouldn’t let Lyra to play with 
him), and would always grow so grim whenever the boy inquires, until Soulran made up his 
mind to beg for forgiveness. Then the Emperor would feel bad and be all kind again. The boy 
was left to Her Majesty’s devices, and he really wanted to know why she hated him so much so 
he could stop offending her. 

One day, Soulran dropped by the Empress’s wing to bid the customary good evening. She 
excused him with a lazy wave of her hand, though changed her mind as he crossed the threshold. 

“Soulran,” She said with her rigid regality. “Would you mind leaving Leo” -- for that was the 
name of his servant -- “with me today?” 

Of course, the boy was so happy that Her Majesty deigned to ask him for anything, so he nodded 
enthusiastically; Leo, however, had his consternation. 

“You Majesty, I must go arrange for someone to accompany My Lord --” 

“ --No, I am sure that Soulran would be fine to roam on his own,” She rested her head upon her 
hand as she turned to the boy. “Doesn’t Mentor Sariel always said that you exceed the talents of 
the late King Lucem (may his poor soul rest in peace) and his cursed queen?” 

Soulran never heard much about either of those people beyond the common gossips, but deduced 
that it was a compliment, to which he was ecstatic, “I will be fine on my own, Your Majesty!” 
With that he bounded out of the room, pausing only as he caught the Empress’s sigh. 

“Good riddance.” 

Soulran was devastated: he sincerely thought she actually trusted him. Out of an unjustified hope 
of Leo speaking up for him, he hid on the sides of the door to listen. 



He was disappointed, since the servant valued his life a little more than his friendship with the 
boy. 

The Empress continued, “Was why can’t that little vermin just die?” 

Soulran suppressed the urge to cry as Leo finally spoke, “The boy is quite innocent of being 
born, Your Majesty.” 

“Well, so am I! Who dictated so that I have to suffer through all this? We’ve already been over 
this, Leo: I need a son.” 

“Remember, Sapphira, your jealousy only repels His Majesty.” 

“If you are in my position, then you would have been the same: every day that worm grows more 
and more smug. You would know, how much attention that bastard wasted upon the pest: His 
Ignorance didn’t even know his daughter, my daughter’s name until she turned one. He spends 
more time with that boy than with me!” She paused, presumably to fan herself in pity. “I hate 
that little parasite so much, so much that I dreamt of plucking his toes and fingers off and 
gouging out those eyes -- those exact same eyes as that cursed Priestess -- and have his puny 
little head crus--” 

--Soulran couldn’t stand it anymore. He ran, not minding whether if Leo or the Empress heard 
him or where he ran to. He ran and ran and ran out of the wing, out of the palace, until he 
couldn’t breath so he just walked, upset with the world. 

Eventually he tired and curled up against a tree as he finally broke out sobbing. It wasn’t his fault 
that father decides to pay more attention to him. How could anyone say such things? What can 
he do? He doesn’t want the Empress to kill him... 

He was so caught up in his distress that he did not notice the purring of a preying predator until a 
branch snapped above him. He looked up, only to meet cold feline eyes amidst fine obsidian 
coating rippling muscles that nearly distracted from the powerful jaws and fangs and claws 
digging into the bark of the tree as its back reared, preparing for a deathly pounce. 

Soulran attempted to run away, but the beast was faster, landing before him and blocking off his 
escape. He recall a spell to summon roots to tie down the beast; still, its wild struggle and 
scratches caught his leg as he scrambled backward, slicing his left calf. 

It burnt so much when he finally got up on his feet, he couldn't bear to run! So he had to limp 
along, constantly looking over his shoulder in pure horror as the creature snapped each root by 
root, agitation only aggravating hunger. And by the time he put in a good distance between him 
and the beast, it already broke free. Soulran attempted to repeat his luck, but the creature dodged, 
closing in upon him with a few mighty leaps while the boy futilely staggered along. Then he was 



paralyzed with fear and the unbearable sting of the beast’s claw tearing down his back. Out of 
desperation, he conjured a ball of fire and dashed it haphazardly at the animal. It hissed and 
sprung back briefly but was mostly unscorched. 

How did it come to this? Everything hurts so much that he can’t even move, his fingers digging 
into the warm earth under him and grasping at the tufts of grass as though any of that could help 
him. Still he could hear the creature approaching. He squeezed his eyes shut and wished for a 
quick death. 

He heard the beast roar, a crunch, followed by a thud and a gentle grip that lifted him into safety, 
“Soulran, child, look at me.” 

He managed to cry out, “Papa,” before bursting into tears out of relief and pain; the Emperor 
inspected the oozing wounds to find that they weren’t fatal and applied a simple spell to staunch 
the blood. 

“Shhhh...it’s okay now...” Soulran was disoriented from all the pain and gruesomely broken 
body of the beast in a spreading pool of scarlet watering the earth. “Why are you here alone?” 

Soulran tried to tell him everything, but choked on his tears instead. The Emperor merely studied 
him and understood, squeezing the boy briefly in his arms before taking the child back to the 
safety of the palace, excusing the nervous servants to send for the court physician and shunning 
the useless guards with his cold ignorance. 

That night, the Emperor visited the boy’s to fret over his injuries, and after Soulran assured him 
that he is fine, Luctus seated himself on the edge of the bed and was deep in thought. 

“You know, I was almost mauled to death by a wild beast when I was a boy, too…” 

Soulran was delighted as the musing tone suggested story time, “What happened? Who saved 
you?” 

“Who saved me?” Luctus looked down at his hands as he seemed to be extracting the name from 
the creased silk. “It doesn’t matter: you ought to rest.” 

Soulran would have pressed for more had him not be too sore. So he opted for snuggling against 
the blanket Luctus tucked him in and muttered, “Thank you...for saving me, papa.” 

The man merely smiled, “You were very brave, I was very proud of you.” 

The moment he rested a hand upon Soulran’s head, the boy couldn't control his urge to cry. 

“What’s wrong?” 



“...Nothing...I am just tired...” 

“You silly, people don’t just cry because they are tired: why are you still scared? The beast is no 
more...” Luctus stumbled upon the answer after some thought. “Oh...don’t worry, Soulran, Her 
Majesty will never be able to hurt you.” With that and a kiss on the forehead, the boy submitted 
to sleep. 

XXII. Ring 

It was not until a week after did Soulran realize that one who can ruthlessly snap the neck of a 
wild beast is but a greater monster. 

The realization came as his father summoned him one morning to the lesser courts. Luctus took 
his hand as though to guide him into a new wonderful world as they ascended an endless spiral 
of stairs leading to the tower in the center of court. 

The only thing new about the lesser courts was its inhabitant, the Consort Sapphira stripped of 
her Imperial crown, and her usual iciness embittered with sorrows wasn’t all that wonderful. 
Soulran kept telling himself that the black cloud of crows shrouding the East city gate visible just 
out the opened windows with their “caw”s were but the manifestation of his remorse, and not the 
birds’ feasting over the severed corpses of a once beloved servant. 

As the two were ushered into Sapphira’s presence by a nervous servant girl, the former Empress 
sighed: her unadorned hands rested upon her lap, Sapphira sit in her degraded throne with her 
back to the intruders, her raw eyes fixated upon the same object the boy dreaded. “Why do you 
loathes me so, My Lord?” 

“Can one blame another for being disapproving of treason? Adultery?” 

“My Kingdom will not forgive you,” She said through gritted teeth. 

“And you think I should fear a nation whose King was groveling before me for forgiveness days 
before?” 

Sapphira rose from her perch, striding in measured steps to the window to gaze upon the murder 
of crows as her inquiries were left unanswered. “If you are here to take justice in your own hand, 
so be it. I doubt my execution should have anything to do with justice, but the obstruction of it: 
you are merely afraid that I would tell the world of what you did...Who did you think told me 
these things but they themselves?” 

“...” 



“You cannot kill the truths, Luctus, for as long as Morgain and your brothers are wronged, they 
will continue to tell of your deeds. Have you fallen so far that you can't even hear them?” 

The serenity upon the woman’s face accentuated her resemblance to another, and the reminder 
only made him more desperate, “Silence!” He knew not if the command was directed at the 
woman before her or the multitudes that murmured by his ears. 

Yes, he hears them too: cursing, condemning, or prophesying his doom. 

He fought them to reach out and grasp Sapphira’s mind, and she fell under his command, seized 
with suppressed terror. Her limbs were out of her control, carrying her in gradual steps to the 
window until she was standing on the frame, eddies beckoning her to continue into thin air. 

The voices grew, raising and deteriorating into a low roar that nearly deafened him until a tug at 
his sleeve pulled him back. 

“Papa?” The legion silenced, not at Luctus’s command, but the voice of the child. “...Please 
don’t hurt her.” 

“...Why do you side with her?” 

“If you kill her, you only hurt yourself more.” 

It was not Soulran that spoke: it was the prodigy, the commander, the bastard son...or was it the 
prophetic, the blessed, the perfection? No...the child did not share anything with his parents that 
he never met saved for a foolish capacity to trust, to tug on the sleeve of a monster that robbed 
him of his birthright to familial love. He could only do so since he does not understand... 

Indeed, Soulran could not understand the sting that sent him tumbling to the floor. Father struck 
him, and it hurted too much, “Pa...” 

“Would you have cared if you know that you are no child of mine?” The Emperor’s voice was 
harsher than the blow. “That I killed your uncle, father, and...mother? Would you have cared?” 
How could a mere boy answer? Luctus wanted no more but to rob him of that blissful ignorance. 
What does he think he is to pity? 

Soulran wanted to scream, but he knew not of what. As he saw the blur at the window and heard 
the horrible shriek he rushed to it, thrusting his hand out the window to grasp at the escaping 
fabrics of Her Majesty’s robes and watching in helpless horror her descend until she bashed into 
the stones below, grey smudged with ruinous red and matters that made Soulran spring back 
from the window and vomit. 

Before the Emperor left he heard the boy choked out, “...Why...” 



Luctus paused at the door, slightly distracted by the growing commotion below, before deciding 
to leave the boy drowning in his distress. 

******* 

Soulran had never felt so sick in his life. The suspicion of him killing the former Empress’s death 
punished him into being forever regarded with judgment and loneliness. Not a day went by 
without the nightmare of how he would reach out for her, sometimes it may even seem closer, 
yet never enough, and he would watch her crash against the floor. He would wake without one to 
cry to, and the bedtime stories and kisses were but another dream turned to dust. 

He tried many things. He stopped eating to see if anyone cared, purposely failed his lessons to 
test Mentor Sariel’s sympathy, and yet all he earned was more negligence. 

He resorted to kicking pebbles along the creek in the gardens, contemplating the Emperor’s 
cruelty, the revelation of his parentage, his parents’ unexplained deaths. Nothing made sense, 
and with a hard kick a pebble splashed into a pond where the creeks met. 

He didn’t want to return to the palace just yet today; instead, he paused, and looked into the 
water at the despondent face glaring back. He wished more than ever that the beast in the forest 
killed him. 

Then a voice startled him: beyond the murmuring creek and frogs and leaves, laughter in a 
musical tone. He first attributed it to some adventurous fairy, and was drawn inevitably towards 
it. As he walked to the voice it never got closer, so he pursued down the winding paths. He never 
remembered the gardens being so large. 

It wasn’t until he found himself before a dense covering of old trees creating a cave of darkness 
that Soulran realized that he was not in the gardens anymore. He wanted to retrace his steps, but 
the paths led him back to the dark cave. He knew not what to do. 

Soulran, child, do not be afraid, He said in his usual tenderness. 

“Who are you?” 

Go on, Soulran, you will be safe there, She added without intentions to explain. 

“What..are you?” Soulran saw them then, juxtaposed against the darkness of the cave, and he 
recognized and approached them. Each step he took brought him closer to cold air. As he chased 
after them the cold only grew increasingly unbearable, biting at him until he hid his face behind 
his arms to not be blinded. 

“Where are you taking me?” 



To the beginning. 

When he saw again it was of a word of darkness where sharp bristles of snow cut at him in the 
howling wind. 

Do not lose heart, child. 

Soulran gasped to regain his breath, and only sucked in a mouthful of icy wind, “I can’t…” 

You don’t have to do it alone. 

Then from his chest a new warmth found him, and he realized that it was from his ring, hanging 
like a pendant upon a chain about his neck. He grasped it and its energy shield him from the 
cold, and from that same warmth two figures seemed to have held his hands and guided him to a 
great mansion, the only light dotting the dark, white world. 

He did not know how, but he slipped past its gates and found its large mahogany doors. 

Go on, we will be right here. 

The second his knuckled made contact against the door, his warmth left him, and his strengths 
gave way to darkness while he muttered. 

“Pa...?...Ma…?” 
And the doors opened. 
 

XXIII. The LaLauren Mansion 

The memory unfolded in a setting strangely familiar, and Eleanor only realized that it was in the 
very mansion she was currently in. She found Cephas on the floor, bleeding and struggling to 
move. She followed his gaze towards the balcony and found a little boy balancing upon the edge 
of a great fall. Then, she realized it was Sunday. That Sunday. 

“James...listen to me, don’t...please...” 

From the narratives she watched, Eleanor knew, Cephas, no, Soulran’s very pain. It was all the 
same as that time. History shall repeat: the nightmare buried under the years of abuse should 
resurface and haunt him anew. As the little boy stood upon the edge, Soulran dragged himself 
towards the boy in vain, while LaLauren stood across the room to watch in amusement and rid 
his hands of blood with a handkerchief. 



“Please...he has nothing to do with this...” Soulran begged of the villain, who merely smiled, 
amused as the boy known as James leaned forward. Soulran cried out and made a grasp at thin 
air, but all was too late. The boy was no more. 

Soulran collapsed against the balcony railings, his head bowed to anguished contemplation, 
silenced by pain. 

The agony became all-encompassing that, as Eleanor reached out to Soulran, the floor tilted, 
spun, and the strings loosened and the scene drifted into darkness. 

“Eleanor...Eleanor…” she came about to the teary face of her brother, whose grip upon her arm 
became just a little painful. 

She tore her attention from him, glancing over the children about her and studying without 
understanding how the blacken cast of ashes and coal could be the same mansion meant to be her 
temporary safe house. Perhaps it was more fitting, for the fires had consumed ornate baroqueness 
and revealed the hellish center. 

Then she remembered, “Soulran!?” Her audience were clearly confused, so she sprung upon her 
feet and looked for him herself. 

Her search was brief, for he was but a few steps away from her, faint, deathly pale, and still. She 
wanted to cry, but thought the gesture to be a dangerous assumption of his doom. So one can 
only imagine her surprise, when she stooped to examine him to find not only the faint music of 
his pulse and breaths, but also that his mortal wounds are he. She grasped his intact hand in a 
passion. 

“Soulran?” He stirred, though still locked in the rest he long deserved. “Soulran...” She squeezed 
his hand to assure that he was still there. 

Sirius tapped her on the shoulder with a note of triumphal urgency, “Did you hear that?” 

She strained to hear in the mists of uncertainty the harsh clicks and creaks that she later realized 
to be the sound of an approaching carriage. Paranoia commanded her to run and hide, but she 
stood her ground, prepared to welcome the worse. 

To her disbelief a familiar figure came to view, overwhelming her with utmost excitement and 
relief, “Elliot!” 

The servant answered with equal joy, though immediately thrown into panic by the state of the 
mansion and his young lady’s bruised cheek and the ring of ruffled children his young master 
had lost himself in with his equally ashened looks. After collecting himself, Elliot explained his 
well-timed visit. 



“Your mother thought your description of the manor most suspicious and sent me here to ensure 
your safety…and it seems that her fears are very much justified.” At this point he glanced at 
Soulran. “Let us make haste then, and explanations can follow our journey.” 

It took them a while to settle into the carriage with some of the children being especially 
unsettled with their beloved guardian in such a comatose state. At last they set out, with the little 
ones on one side and Eleanor on the other cradling Soulran’s head upon her lap. Elliot turned a 
blind eye of the impropriety and took to steering. 

Eleanor stared intently out of the windows of the carriage, attempting to distinguish the 
LaLauren Mansion out of the untrimmed branches and tangled trees as they drew further away. 
She caught its dark outline against the pale blue sky, and shuddered as she was reminded that the 
architecture now served as a crumbling, nameless tombstone of one undeserved to be buried. 

She drew the velvet ribbon and allowed the veil fall across her view upon the narrative that she 
hoped she could forget but couldn’t and wouldn’t. 
 
 


